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ABSTRAK 

 

 

YOVELLA MERCIA, NIM 11 104 102, judul skripsi: “AN ANALYSIS OF 

INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPH IN STUDENTS’ ESSAYS (A Study of the 

Fifth Semester Students of English Department of STAIN Batusangkar 

Registered in 2015/2016 Academic Year)”, Program Studi Tadris Bahasa 

Inggris, Jurusan Tarbiyah, Sekolah Tinggi Agama Islam Negeri (STAIN) 

Batusangkar. 

Masalah dalam penelitian ini adalah belum tergambarnya kualitas  

introductory paragraph pada esei yang ditulis oleh mahasiswa Bahasa Inggris 

semester V STAIN Batusangkar tahun akademik 2015/2016. Penelitian ini 

bertujuan untuk mengetahui introductory paragraph yang ditulis oleh mahasiswa 

apakah sudah bagus atau belum berdasarkan karakteristik dari introductory 

paragraph. 

Jenis penelitian ini adalah penelitian deskriptif, dan teknik pengambilan 

sampel yang digunakan adalah total sampling. Instrumen penelitiannya adalah 

dokumen tes tengah semester, yang berjumlah 100 dokumen. Instrumen kunci 

pada penelitian ini adalah peneliti sendiri sebagai alat untuk mengolah data. 

Selanjutnya dalam menganalisis data, peneliti menggunakan tabel klasifikasi 

karakteristik dari introductory paragraph yang dikemukakan oleh Pertiwi dan 

Teguh (2012:24), yang mana karakteristiknya adalah an introductory paragraph 

should introduce the topic, indicate generally how the topic is going to be 

developed, contain the thesis statement, dan attention getter.  

Berdasarkan hasil analisis data ditemukan bahwa 80,7 % introductory 

paragraph  yang dibuat oleh mahasiswa Bahasa Inggris semester V STAIN 

Batusangkar tahun akademik 2015/2016 adalah bagus dan 19,3 % introductory 

paragraph yang dibuat oleh mahasiswa adalah sangat tidak bagus. Hampir 

seluruh mahasiswa membuat introductory paragraph berdasarkan karakteristik 

dari introductory paragraph didalam esei.  Dari penjelasan diatas dapat 

disimpulkan bahwa hampir seluruh  mahasiswa Bahasa Inggris semester V 

STAIN Batusangkar tahun akademik 2015/2016 sudah membuat introductory 

paragraph dengan bagus didalam menulis esei.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Problem 

In English language there are four language skills that should 

be known and mastered by English learners. There are listening, 

speaking, reading and writing skills. The skills in English have 

interrelationship each other, for example through listening and reading 

someone can speak or write something. Writing skill as one of 

language skill is a very important thing and necessary to get attention. 

Writing is a productive skill which has an important role as a medium 

of communication, because as a medium of communication someone 

can distribute his/her idea or what s/he think through written, therefore 

another people can know about what someone is thinking. Besides, 

someone can persuade another people to believe with what s/he says.  

Writing is the most effective way to present an idea, opinion, 

perception or feeling of a writer to the readers when the writer gives 

strong argument in persuading the readers. By writing, someone can 

write or express the ideas, thoughts and feelings in order to convince 

the readers. By writing someone can share ideas and feelings, give 

information to others. This idea is supported by Nunan (2003: 88) 

writing is the mental work of inventing ideas, thinking about how to 

express them, and organizing them into statements and paragraphs that 

1 
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will be clear to a reader. A good writer must have some knowledge 

about how to create a good writing that become good information to 

be read by the readers, not only contents but also how to guide the 

audience to read some papers.    

Raimes in Listi (2010: 2) states that writing is difficult because 

in writing one tries to communicate to each other that were not 

present. Furthermore, Zulfikar in Listi (2010: 2) explains that writing 

is so difficult because in writing the writer is asked to send his other 

idea completely but simply and also must be supported by rational 

opinions and factual evident. Moreover, writing skill is supported by 

language components, such as grammar, vocabulary, spelling, and 

punctuation. 

According to Lyons and Ben (2006:9) writing is a very 

complex process involving the ability to communicate in a foreign 

language (English) and the ability to construct a text that expresses the 

writers’ ideas effectively. Then, by mastering writing skill, student can 

explain his/her ideas in a good arrangement. Writing and learning are 

integrated process where the students learn to describe, to discover, to 

create, and to interact with word and ideas that develop. 

In writing the writer should consider something, which include 

the organization of sentences into paragraphs and essays, how 

paragraph joined and relationship between ideas, appropriate 

punctuation, and connection. Therefore the readers can catch and 
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understand what the writer means. Sri (2010:2) states that there are 

three forms of writing. They are sentence, paragraph and essay. 

Sentence is a group of words that convey meaning. There are several 

items of sentence, such as the subject, predicate, object and adverb or 

object complement. Then, paragraph is a basic unit of organization in 

writing, which is related to develop main idea, supporting detail and 

concluding sentence. The last is essay. Essay is the way to express the 

ideas in some paragraphs. In developing essay; the writer should 

consider some parts of essay, like topic, introduction paragraph, body 

paragraph and concluding paragraph. 

As the matter of fact, writing English is difficult if the learners 

do not have the knowledge how to write it. It means that writing is 

difficult if the learners are lack to read from resources. To make the 

learners are able to write, s/he should know the stages of writing. 

According to Harmer (2004:45) there are four stages in writing. They 

are planning, drafting, editing, and the final version. 

 The writing stages are influenced by the quality of writing. 

The writing ability begins with writing good words, make sentences to 

be a good paragraph and then an essay. It means, the learners should 

know how to write sentences and paragraphs before developing them 

into an essay.  

As Oshima (1999:101) states that there are three main parts of 

essay. They are an introductory paragraph, body of paragraph (at least 
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one, but usually two or more paragraphs) and a concluding paragraph. 

The introduction is the first paragraph of essay. It should capture the 

reader’s attention and create a desire to read the rest of the essay. The 

introduction should start with a general discussion of the writer’s 

subject and leap up to a specific statement of main idea or thesis. The 

introductory paragraph consists of two parts: a few general statements 

about the subject to attract the reader's attention and a thesis statement 

to state the specific subdivisions of the topic and the plan of the paper. 

A thesis statement for an essay is just like a topic sentence for a 

paragraph: It names the specific topic and the controlling ideas or 

major subdivisions of the topic. The introduction paragraph includes 

the thesis statement, which expresses the topic and the writer’s 

attitude, opinion, or idea about the topic. It may also state the major 

points that will be presented in the essay. In other words, the topic in 

essay is the main point that focuses the reader’s on the writer’s 

opinion. The topic makes the writer’s idea easy to be developed.  

The introduction is the beginning of paragraph in an essay. In 

the beginning of the paragraph the writer should consider with what 

will s/he writes in her/his essay so that s/he can persuade the readers 

and attract the readers’ interest to read it. In a paragraph, the topic 

sentence tells the reader what the subject of the paragraph will be and 

how it will be developed. As Oshima (2007: 150) states that the 

introductory paragraph, or introduction, is the first paragraph of an 
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essay. It has two functions, the first is to attract the reader's interest, 

and the second is to introduces the topic of the essay. So, introductory 

paragraph or introduction is important thing and have to be interest so 

that the readers are interested to read it.  

Introductory paragraph is a crucial part of an essay. There are 

some reasons for this statement. Introductory paragraph is the first 

part to be read by the readers aside from the essay title. The readers 

commonly read the introductory paragraph because it contains the 

message on what the essay will discuss about. Once the readers are 

attracted with the essay title, there is high probability they will read 

the introductory paragraph too. It also has function to attract the 

readers’ attention to read the whole essay. When an introductory 

paragraph is not interesting or poorly constructed, the readers will lose 

their motivation to read the essay. As an implication, an introductory 

paragraph should be well written.  

To make a good introductory paragraph or introduction, the 

writers should know about the characteristics of the introductory 

paragraph. There are some characteristics of introductory paragraph, 

they are an introductory paragraph should introduce the topic, indicate 

generally how the topic is going to be developed, contain the thesis 

statement, be inviting; that is, it should be interesting enough to make 

the reader want to continue reading. That statement approved by 

Pertiwi and Teguh (2012: 24). The students need to know the 
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characteristic of introductory paragraph and also comprehend it, so 

that they can create a good introductory paragraph in writing essay.  

Introductory paragraph is one part of an essay and the opening 

paragraph of an essay. Introductory paragraph have characteristics to 

be a good paragraph. But still many students do not understand about 

it. Their essays still do not fulfill the characteristic of introductory 

paragraph. For example, in introductory paragraph there is no thesis 

statement and then students put thesis statement in body paragraph. 

However, an ideal thesis statement should be put in introductory 

paragraph. They still face problems to write introductory paragraph in 

essay.  

The fourth semester students of English Department of STAIN 

Batusangkar are learning about Writing IV. In Writing IV, they learn 

about how to make a good essay that relates with how to make a good 

introductory paragraph, body paragraph and concluding paragraph. 

But, based on the phenomenon that researcher found in students’ 

midterm test of the fifth semester students of English Department 

STAIN Batusangkar in 2015/2016 academic year, still face many 

problems in their essay. One of them is they do not still fulfill yet the 

characteristic of introductory pragraph. They do not pay attention with 

characteristic of introducttion in writing introductory paragraph in 

their essay. In this case, the students cannot comprehend yet about the 

characteristic introductory paragraph.   
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As a preliminary research on the students’ essays, the 

researcher found that there are still many problems on students’ 

essays, such as there is grammatical and spelling mistake, lack of 

vocabulary, difficulties in choosing a words to start, difficulties in 

expressing, elaborating, and organizing the idea, no coherence and 

cohesion in each paragraph, and problems in writing introductory, 

body and concluding paragraph. 

Based on the fact above, the researcher is interested to conduct 

the research on An Annalysis of Introductory Paragraph In Students’ 

Writing Essays of the fifth semester English Department students at 

STAIN Batusangkar in 2015/2016 academic year.  

 

B. Identification of the Problem 

Based on the preliminary research that has been done in 

writing midterm test of fourth semester students of English 

Department of STAIN Batusangkar, the researcher found that the 

students have problem in writing essay such as there is grammatical 

error in essay, spelling error, lack of vocabulary, difficulties in 

choosing the word to start, the students have difficulties in expressing, 

elaborating, and organizing the idea, there is no coherence and 

cohesion in each paragraph, and   have problem s in writing 

introductory, body and concluding paragraph.   

Dealing with that condition, introductory paragraph is part of 

essay that in the first paragraph of essay. Introductory paragraph is 
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important because in introductory the writer wrote about what will 

discuss in her/his essay. Introductory paragraph have some 

characteristics one of  them should indicate generally how the topic is 

going to be developed. Therefore, the researcher wanted to know how 

is the introductory paragraph written by the fifth semester students of 

STAIN Batusangkar registered in 2015/2016 academic year in their 

essays.   

 

C. Limitation and Formulation of the Problem 

Due to so many problems the students face in writing essay 

such as there is grammatical error, there is no coherence in each 

paragraph, there is no cohesion in each paragraph in writing essay, the 

researcher wants to know the quality of introductory paragraph found 

in students’ essay.   

Based on the limitation of the problem above, the researcher 

formulated the research as follows: “how is the introductory paragraph 

written by the fourth semester students in their essay?” 

 

D. Definition of the Key Terms 

To avoid ambiguity in understanding this research, the 

researcher defines the key terms as follows: 

1. Essay is a piece of writing several paragraphs that written by 

the fifth semester students of English Department of STAIN 

Batusangkar in 2015/2016 academic year. 
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2. Introductory paragraph is the opening paragraph of an essay 

that written by the fifth semester students of English 

Department of STAIN Batusangkar in 2015/2016 to tell the 

readers what the essay will be about. 

 

E. Purpose of the Research 

The purpose of this research is to analyze the introductory 

paragraph written by the fifth semester students in their essay. 

 

F.   Significance of the Research 

The result of this research hopefully can give contribution to: 

1. The English Lecturers 

The result of this research can give contribution to English 

lecturers especially writing lecturers in guiding students to 

make a good introductory paragraph in writing essay.  

2. The students 

Hopefully, the result of this research can give contribution to 

the students such as by knowing how to make the good 

introductory paragraph in writing essay, and can make the 

students are motivated to write the good essay. 

3. The researcher  

For the researcher, it will increase her knowledge in 

writing the good essay especially in introductory paragraph in 

writing essay. Besides, it is a requirement in getting 
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undergraduate degree at English department of STAIN 

Batusangkar. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

A. Review of Related Theories  

1. Writing 

a. Definition of Writing  

Writing is one of way in communication and writing is one 

of language skill in English. Writing skill is important bacause 

through writing someone can express their ideas, thought and 

what their feelings. Writing also can help someone to understand 

and comprehend the ideas.  

Oshima and Hogue (2007:15) state that writing is a 

cognitive and learning experience that helps someone to find out 

what s/he wants to say. It means that writing can help someone to 

think critically. Then, Oxford Dictionary (2005:480) explains that 

writing is activity of writing, written or printed words. 

Moreover, Meyers (2005:2) explains that writing is 

speaking to other on paper or on a computer screen. Writing is 

partly a talent, but it is mostly a skill. Writing is also an action or 

process of discovering and organizing the writer’s ideas and 

putting them on the paper, reshaping and revising them. 

 

 

11 
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Based on the explanation above, it can be defined that 

writing is as a cognitive and learning experience through write on 

paper or on a computer screen that can helps someone to found 

what her/his wants and to express what her/his ideas, thoughts, 

and feelings through writing. Writing also helps to understand and 

comprehend ideas. 

 

b. Importance of Writing  

Writing is one of the most important skills that should be 

mastered by learner because it is as medium of communication. 

By writing, someone can communicate with others. S/he can 

distribute her/his ideas or feelings by writing. According to 

Chappell (2007:1), there are some reasons why writing is 

important. They are as follow: 

1) Writing is the primary basis upon which the writer works, 

the writer learning, and the writer intellect will be judged in 

school or college, in the workplace, and in the community.  

2) Writing expresses who the writer is as a person. 

3) Writing is portable and permanent. It makes the writer’s 

thinking visible. 

4) Writing helps writer moves easily among facts, inferences, 

and opinions without getting confused and without 

confusing the readers. 
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5) Writing promotes writer’s ability to pose worthwhile 

question. 

6) Writing fosters writer’s ability in explaining a complex 

position to readers and to her/his self. 

7) Writing helps others give the writer feedback. 

8) Writing helps the writer refines her/his ideas when she/he 

given others feedback. 

9) Writing requires that writer anticipate her/his reader’s need. 

S/he is able to do so demonstrate her/his intellectual 

flexibility and maturity. 

10) Writing ideas down preserves them so that the writer can 

reflect upon them later. 

11) Writing outs writer’s ideas permits the writer to evaluate 

the adequacy of her/his argument. 

12) Writing stimulates writer to extend a line of thought beyond 

her/his first impression or good responses. 

13) Writing helps writer understand how truth is established in 

a given discipline. 

14) Writing equips writer with the communication and thinking 

skills s/he needs to participate effectively in democracy. 

15) Writing is an essential job skill.    

Based on the expert’s opinion above, the researcher can 

concluded that writing is really important to be mastered by the 
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learner. It is important in all of the aspect of life and it can give 

many advantages.  

 

c. Purposes of Writing  

The purpose of writing is to persuade the reader or to 

explain something. So, before writing something, the writer 

should know what his purpose to write it.  

According to Rozakis (2003:188), there are four purposes in 

writing. Those purposes are as follow: to explain (manuals, term 

papers, textbooks, articles, news stories), to persuade (critical 

reviews, resumes, job evaluations speeches), to describe (poems, 

journals), to tell a story (autobiographies, anecdotes, short stories, 

novels). 

In addition, O’malley and Lorraine in Vikem (2008:14) 

explain that there are three purposes in writing. They are 

informative writing, expressive / narrative writing, and persuasive 

writing. The first is informative writing. There are two purposes 

of informative writing. They are: to share knowledge and to give 

information, directions or ideas. The example of informative 

writing can be like descriptive text. The second is 

expressive/narrative writing. This kind of writing is used for 

entertainment, pleasure and discovery or for having fun. Spoof, 

anecdote, poem are belong to expressive/narrative writing.  The 

last is persuasive writing. The purpose of this writing is to 
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influence others or to indicate action or change. The examples of 

this writing are hortatory exposition and analytical text. 

Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that 

there are three general purposes of writing. They are informative 

writing that aim to share and give information, expressive writing 

that aim to entertain the reader and persuasive writing that aim to 

indicate action or change.  

 

d. Components of Writing 

    In writing, the writers should know about components of 

writing. By knowing the components, the writer can write well. 

According to Brown (2004:243-244), there are five categories for 

writing assessment, they are organization, logical development of 

ideas, grammar, mechanics, and style and quality of expression. 

First is organization means when the students write an 

essay, they have to include introductory paragraph, body 

paragraph and concluding paragraph of essay. 

 Second is logical development of ideas means a text is 

written by the students have to address to the assigned topic, the 

ideas are concrete and thoroughly developed, and no extraneous 

material. It means that to write an essay, the writer should 

consider about the content of the essay, because content of essay 

must be appropriate with the topic what will be discuss on the 

essay. 
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Third is grammar means how words arranged become a 

good sentence or phrase. It means that when the students write a 

sentence or phrase, they should consider and use correct English 

grammar such as correct in relative clauses, prepositions, articles, 

modals, verb forms, tense sequencing, no fragments or run-on 

sentences. The purpose is where the reader read their writing; they 

do not find ambiguity on it. 

Fourth is mechanics means correlation in writing in using 

capitalization, spelling and punctuation. The students should 

consider the rules of using capitalization, and punctuation. 

Punctuation is the importance one in writing because when the 

students do not use correct punctuation, the reader will confuse to 

understand the message that is expressed by the writer. Moreover, 

the students should be useful in spelling when they write a word. 

If the students forget to write one or more letter in a word, the 

readers cannot receive the message from the writer and can 

misunderstanding about the meaning. It means that the students 

must be careful and comprehend the rules of using capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling in writing. 

Fifth is style and quality of expression means correction in 

choosing vocabulary and parallel structures. It means when the 

students write an essay, they must choose correct word in English. 
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It can be concluded that when the students write something, 

for example an essay, they must consider the categories in writing 

such as organization, logical development of ideas, grammar, 

mechanics, and style and quality of expression. The purpose is the 

readers can catch and understand the meaning what the writer 

write. 

 

e. Kinds of Writing 

In general there are three forms to express ideas in 

writing form. They are writing a sentence, a paragraph and 

essay. The first is a sentence. Oshima and Hogue (2006:162) 

state that a sentence is a group of words; every sentence is 

formed from one or more clause and expresses a complete 

thought. The second is a paragraph. According to Oshima and 

Hogue (2006:2) a paragraph is a group of related sentences, the 

paragraph should be long enough to develop the main idea 

clearly. The last is an essay, Oshima and Hogue (2006:56) state 

that and essay is a piece of writing several paragraph long, the 

topic of an essay is too complex to discuss in one paragraph. 

In another source Brown (2004:220) states that there are 

four kind of writing. They are imitative, intensive, responsive 

and extensive. Imitative writing is fundamental skills to 

produce written language, the learner must attain basic tasks of 

writing letters, words, punctuation, and very brief sentence. 
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Intensive writing is to produce appropriate vocabulary within a 

context, collocations, idioms, and correct grammatical 

features up to the length of a sentence. Responsive writing is 

connecting sentences into paragraph and creating a logically 

connected sequence of two or three paragraphs. Extensive 

writing is implies successful management of all the processes 

and strategies of writing for all purposes, up to length of an 

essay, a term paper, a major research project report and thesis. 

Moreover, Brown (2004:219) states that there are 

genres of writing. The First is academic writing, such as papers 

and general subject reports, essays, compositions, academically 

focused journals, short-answer test responses, theses, 

dissertations. The Second is job-related writing, such as 

messages, letters/ emails, memos, reports, schedules, labels, 

signs, advertisements, announcements, manuals. The last, is 

personal writing, such as letters, emails, greeting cards, 

invitations, messages, notes, calendar entries, shopping lists, 

reminders, financial documents, forms, questionnaires, medical   

reports, immigration documents, diaries, personal journals, and 

fictions 

Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded 

that there are many kinds of writing. Writers can express their 

ideas in sentences, paragraphs and in essays. Besides, the 
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writers should understand and master some categories of 

written language based on purpose of writing such as imitative, 

intensive, responsive, and extensive. And then based on 

application of writing can be found in academic writing, job-

related writing, and personal writing. Accordingly, essay is 

categorized or an academic writing besides, general subject, 

composition and papers. 

 

f.  Elements of Good Writing 

Writing is not an easy job. When the writer tries to write 

something, s/he must consider many things. There are several 

elements that should be known by the writer in order to make a 

good writing. Blanchard and Root (2004:5-8) explain that there 

are three elements of good writing. They are as follow: 

1) Subject  

In order to write well, the writer has to choose a topic 

that is interesting and understandable. When the writer is 

assigned a subject, s/he must try to find an angle of focus of 

subject.  The writer must go through a process of narrowing 

down the general subject until the writer finds an 

appropriate topic. 

2) Purpose  

When somebody write something, it is important to 

think about her/his purpose. The three most common 
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purposes for writing are to entertain, to inform, and to 

persuade. And then, in order to determine the purpose, the 

writer should ask her/himself the question, “Why am I 

writing?”   

3) Audience  

Audience is the next elements in good writing. 

Because the writer will usually be writing for an audience, 

the writer will communicate her/his ideas more effectively 

if s/he keeps that audience in mind. 

Based on the explanation above, to have a good 

writing, especially, in writing an essay he/she must pay 

attention to the three elements that is subject, purpose and 

audience. 

2. Essay  

a. Definition of Essay 

Oshima and Hogue (1999:100) state that an essay is a piece 

of writing several paragraphs long instead of just one or two 

paragraphs. It is written about one topic, just as a paragraph is. 

However the topic of an essay is too complex to discuss in one 

paragraph. Then, Reid states that essay is a series of paragraphs 

about one topic; each paragraph has specific function. 

Then, Blanchard and Root (2004:60) state that an essay is a 

group of paragraphs about a specific subject. It is like a paragraph, 
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an essay makes and supports one main point. Mostly, a typical essay 

contains five paragraphs, but many others types of essays are longer 

or shorter, depending on their purpose.  

In addition, Meyers (2005:38) states that essay is an 

organized discussion of a subject in a series of paragraphs. A 

paragraph and an essay actually share many traits. In an essay is not 

simply a longer version of a paragraph. The content of the essay in 

more complex and needs more development.  

From the theories above, it can be concluded that essay is a 

series of paragraph that has one topic, and it is more complex than 

paragraph. Then, it usually contains five paragraphs, but many others 

types of essays are longer or shorter, depending on their purpose.  

 

b. Parts of Essay 

According to Meyers (2005:38), an essay consists of three 

main parts, namely introductory paragraph, body of paragraph and 

concluding paragraph. They are as follow: 

1) Introductory Paragraph 

Introductory paragraph is the first paragraph of the essay-attracts 

the readers’ interest, makes the primary claim of the essay in a 

thesis statement, and may introduce the ideas of the body 

paragraph. 
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2) Body of Paragraph 

Body paragraph at least has three paragraphs and often more-

develops and supports the thesis by breaking it down into smaller 

ideas. 

3) Concluding Paragraph 

Concluding paragraph is the last paragraph of the essay-ties all 

the essay’s ideas together and includes a strong ending and 

usually restates the thesis and summarizes the main idea. 

To make clear the explanation above, the diagram below 

will explain about the parts of an essay. They are as follow: 

Table 1 

Parts of Essay 

Introductory Paragraph: creates reader interest and states the main 

idea while including 

An attention getter 

A thesis statement 

A preview of the body 

Each Body Paragraph (usually at least three) develop the main idea 

Develops one supporting idea of the thesis 

Usually states the idea in a topic sentence  

Then develops the idea 

Ends with a transition to the next paragraph  

Concluding Paragraph: closes the essay 

Usually restates the thesis and summarizes the main idea  

Ends with a strong statement 

        (Meyers 2005:39) 

c. Types of Essay 

According to Kirszner (2008:132) there are four major 

types of essays address these purposes: 

1) Narrative Essays: Telling a Story 
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In a narrative essay, the writer tells a story about a real-

life experience. While telling a story may sound easy to do, the 

narrative essay challenges students to think and write about 

themselves. When writing a narrative essay, writers should try 

to involve the reader by making the story as vivid as possible. 

The fact that narrative essays are usually written in the 

first person helps engage the reader. “I” sentences give readers 

a feeling of being part of the story. A well-crafted narrative 

essay will also build towards drawing a conclusion or making a 

personal statement. 

2)  Descriptive Essays: Painting a Picture 

A cousin of the narrative essay, a descriptive essay 

paints a picture with words. A writer might describe a person, 

place, object, or even memory of special significance. 

However, this type of essay is not description for description’s 

sake. 

The descriptive essay strives to communicate a deeper 

meaning through the description. In a descriptive essay, the 

writer should show, not tell, through the use of colorful words 

and sensory details. The best descriptive essays appeal to the 

reader’s emotions, with a result that is highly evocative. 
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3) Expository Essays: Just the Facts 

The expository essay is an informative piece of writing 

that presents a balanced analysis of a topic. In an expository 

essay, the writer explains or defines a topic, using facts, 

statistics, and examples. 

 Expository writing encompasses a wide range of essay 

variations, such as the comparison and contrast essay, the 

cause and effect essay, and the “how to” or process essay. 

Because expository essays are based on facts and not personal 

feelings, writers don’t reveal their emotions or write in the first 

person. 

4) Persuasive Essays: Convince Me 

While like an expository essay in its presentation of 

facts, the goal of the persuasive essay is to convince the reader 

to accept the writer’s point of view or recommendation. The 

writer must build a case using facts and logic, as well as 

examples, expert opinion, and sound reasoning.  

In addition, Jakobson (2007:2) divides two types of essay; 

they are literary essay and non literary essay.  

1) Literary essay 

Literary essay is an essay that is created by authors in 

writing form. In this form of essay used commonly in 

Philosophy, one makes a thesis and argument, then objects to 
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their own argument (with a counterargument), but then 

counters the counterargument with a final and novel argument. 

This form benefits from being more open-minded while 

countering a possible flaw that some may present. There are 

some essays that belong to literary essay. These are 

descriptive, narrative, exemplification, comparison and 

contrast, cause and effect, classification and division, and 

definition. 

a) Descriptive  

Descriptive writing is characterized by sensory 

details, which appeal to the physical senses, and details that 

appeal to a reader’s emotional, physical, or intellectual 

sensibilities. Determining the purpose, considering the 

audience, creating a dominant impression, using descriptive 

language, and organizing the description are the rhetorical 

choices to consider with a description. A description is 

usually arranged spatially but can be chronological or 

emphatic as well. Thus, the focus of a description is the 

scene. Description uses tools such as denotative language, 

connotative language, figurative language, metaphor, and 

simile to arrive at a dominant impression. 
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b) Narrative 

A narrative uses tools such as flashbacks, flash-

forwards, and transition that often build to a climax. The 

focus of a narrative is the plot. When creating a narrative an 

author must determine their purpose, consider their 

audience, establish a point of view, use dialogue, and 

organize the narrative. A narrative is usually arranged 

chronologically. So, a narrative build to a climax, focuses 

on plot and is arranged chronologically.  

c) Exemplification  

An exemplification essay is characterized by a 

generalization and relevant, representative, and believable 

examples including anecdotes. A writer needs to consider 

their subject, determine their purpose, consider their 

audience, decide on specific examples, and arrange all the 

parts together when writing an exemplification essay. So, 

this essay starts from the general one and elaborates by 

using some examples.   

d) Comparison and contrast 

Compare and contrast is characterized by a basis for 

comparison, points of comparison, analogies, and either 

comparison by object (chunking) or by point (sequential). 

Comparison highlights the differences between two or more 
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similar objects while contrasting highlights the differences 

between two or more objects. When writing a 

compare/contrast essay, writers need to determine their 

purpose, consider their audience, consider the basis and 

points of comparison, consider their thesis statement, 

arrange and develop the comparison, and reach a 

conclusion. Compare and contrast is arranged emphatically. 

In conclusion, a comparison and contrast essay show points 

of comparison and contrast about the object that the writer 

compares.  

e) Cause and effect 

The defining features of a cause and effect essay are 

causal chains, careful language, and chronological or 

emphatic order. A writer using this rhetorical method must 

consider the subject, determine the purpose, consider the 

audience, think critically about different causes or 

consequences, consider a thesis statement, arrange the 

parts, consider the language, and decide on a conclusion. 

So, a cause and effect essay considers what the cause and 

effect of the event is.  

f) Classification and division 

Classification is the categorization of objects into a 

larger whole while division is the breaking of a larger 
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whole into smaller parts. So, in classification and division 

essay, the writer categorizes the object into the general and 

explains it into smaller parts.  

g) Definition 

Definition essays are explanations of what is meant 

by a term. In this essay, the writer explains about a term so 

that the reader has the same meaning as the writer’s.   

2) Non literary essay 

Non literary essay can be seen in the visual arts, music, 

film, and photography. Non literary essay does not use a 

general statement, thesis statement, or explanation, but it uses a 

sketch, a script, or photography.  

a. Visual arts 

In the visual arts, an essay is a preliminary drawing 

or sketch upon which a final painting or sculpture is based, 

made as a test of the work's composition (this meaning of 

the term, like several of those following, comes from the 

word essay's meaning of "attempt" or "trial"). So, visual art 

can be seen in a sketch, painting or sculpture that gives 

meaningful composition to the viewer.  

b. Music 

In the realm of music, composer Samuel Barber 

wrote a set of "Essays for Orchestra," relying on the form 
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and content of the music to guide the listener's ear, rather 

than any extra-musical plot or story. Thus, music guides the 

listener with the story of the lyrics.   

c. Film 

Film essays are cinematic forms of the essay, with 

the film consisting of the evolution of a theme or an idea 

rather than a plot parse; or the film literally being a 

cinematic accompaniment to a narrator reading an essay. 

From another perspective, an essay film could be defined as 

a documentary film with a visual basis combined with a 

form of commentary that contains elements of self-portrait 

(rather than autobiography), where the signature (rather 

than the life-story) of the filmmaker is apparent. In short, 

film essays are cinematic forms of the essay and use script 

to elaborate that cinema.   

d. Photography  

A photographic essay is an attempt to cover a topic 

with a linked series of photographs. The writer puts the 

photographs then gives some information about them so 

that the reader will be easy to understand that essay. 

 

Furthermore, According to Oshima and Hogue (2006:81-

142), there are patterns of essay organization. They are chronological 

order, cause and effect, comparison/contrast, and an argumentative. 
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The first is chronological order. It is a way of organizing ideas in 

the order of their occurrence in time. Chronological order has all 

sorts of uses. The second is a cause and effect. The writer discuss the 

causes (reasons) for something, the effects (results), or both causes 

and effects. The third is comparison/contrast. The writers explain 

the similarities and the differences between two items. Comparison 

and contrast is a very common pattern in most academic fields. The 

last is argumentative. It is an essay in which you agree or 

disagree with an issue, using reasons to support your opinion. Your 

goal is to convince your reader that your opinion is right. 

Based on explanation above, there are many kinds of essay, 

consisting of literary and non-literary essays. Literary essay is an 

essay which is created by authors in writing form. The essays that 

belong to literary essay are descriptive, narrative, exemplification, 

chronological order, comparison and contrast essay, cause and effect, 

classification and division, and definition. Meanwhile, non literary 

essay can be seen in the visual arts, music, film, and photography 

that use a sketch, a script, and photography.  

 

3. Introductory Paragraph 

a. Definition of Introduction 

The introduction is a key paragraph for both readers and 

writers. First impressions matter. The reader will be more 

inclined to read a paper and consider a position if the initial 
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paragraph is clear, organized, and engaging. For the writer, a 

carefully crafted first paragraph acts as a springboard, 

establishing the order and direction for the entire paper. 

The form and content of an introduction depend upon 

many factors, including the specifics of the assignment, the 

intended audience, the style of the discipline, and the 

expectations of your professor. In general, your introduction 

should 

a. capture the reader’s attention 

b. reflect the question raised by the assignment 

c. provide essential context for your topic 

d. define key terms 

Most importantly, your introduction should 

a. convey the pattern of organization you will follow in the 

paper 

b. build to the thesis sentence: a clear, concise statement of the 

specific position you will explore in your paper. 

 

Based on explanation above, the researcher can conclude 

that introduction in paragraph is a key paragraph for both readers 

and writers. In introduction the writers should capture the 

readers’ ttention, provide essential context for topic, define key 

term. 
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b. Purpose of Introduction  

Not only does the introduction contain the thesis 

statement, but it provides the initial impression of the argument, 

writing style, and the overall quality of  work. A clear, concise, 

well-organized, and engaging introduction will help to 

efficiently set-up your paper. The introduction must captivate  

audience’s attention and interest. Otherwise, the audience may 

not be convinced to continue reading. Think about a text that 

have read or even a movie that have seen whose beginning lost 

interest. You probably put down the book or changed the 

channel.  

Your introduction also serves as a preview for the 

remainder of your paper, conveying necessary background 

information to your readers, identifying your topic and its 

significance, and unveiling how you will organize your essay. 

An effective introduction also establishes your voice as a writer 

and your point of view towards your topic. For a thesis-driven 

paper, provide an overview of your basic argument and why you 

will attempt to convince your reader of your stance on a 

particular issue. 

Based on explanation above, can conclude that the 

purpose of introduction in paragraph is to persuade the readers 

and  introduction also serves as a preview for the remainder of 
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your paper, conveying necessary background information to 

your readers, identifying your topic and its significance, and 

unveiling how you will organize your essay. An effective 

introduction also establishes your voice as a writer and your 

point of view towards your topic. 

c. The Characteristics of An Introduction 

The introductory paragraph is the first paragraph of 

essay. it should capture the reader’s attention. According Pertiwi 

and Teguh (2012: 24) there some characteristics of an 

introductory paragraph.  

1. An introductory paragraph should introduce the topic.  

Do not forget that the introductory paragraph is the 

first thing that a reader sees. Obviously this paragraph 

should inform the reader of the topic being discussed.  

According to Boardman and Jia (2002:68) topic is 

the subject of the essay, what the essay is about. Oshima 

(1999:23) states that the topic names the subject, or main 

idea, of the paagraph. 

2. An introductory paragraph should indicate generally how 

the topic is going to be developed (Providing Background 

Information) 
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A good introductory paragraph should indicate 

wheter the essay is going to discuss causes, effects, 

reasons, or examples; whether the essay is going to 

classify, describe, narrate, or explain a process. Xudong 

(2003) states that providing background information in an 

essay introduction serves as a bridge to link the reader to 

the topic of an essay. But exactly how long this bridge 

should be is largely dependent on how much information 

the writer thinks the reader will need in order to 

understand the issue being discussed in the essay and 

appreciate the importance of the issue. 

3. An introductory paragraph should contain the thesis 

statement.  

This is a general rule, of course. In more 

sophisticated writing, the thesis statement sometimes 

appears later in the essay, sometimes even at the end. In 

some cases, too, the thesis is just implied. For class essays, 

however, it is a good idea to state the thesis clearly in the 

introduction. According Blanchard and Root (2004:64) the 

thesis statement tells the reader what the essay will be 

about and what points the writer’s will be making in essay 
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4. Ideally, an introductory paragraph should be inviting; that 

is, it should be interesting enough to make the reader want 

to continoue reading (Attention Getter). 

Since the introductory paragraph functions to 

introduce the topic and since the introductory paragraph 

shoul be inviting, it makes good sense not to put the thesis 

statement right at the beginning of the introductory 

paragraph. Not only should you introduce the topic before 

you state an opinion about it (the thesis statement), but 

you should try to entice the reader to continue after 

sentence is not usually very inviting; in fact, if the reader 

disagree with the opinion, it may very well discourage him 

or her from reading your essay. Therefore, it is generally a 

good idea to place the thesis statement at or near the end 

of the introductory paragraph.  

Introductions for all essays should begin with an 

“attention getter” or “hook” that will make your reader 

want to continue reading. Desoto (1999) adds that there 

are some techniques in writing the attention grabber, they 

are: 
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a. Anecdote 

It is a story that illustrate a point. The anecdote 

will present a brief dramatic scene or part of an 

interesting or humorous story. The anecdote should be 

short, straight to the point and relevant to the topic. 

By using anecdote as the attention grabber, it will 

make the effective introductory paragraph.  

b. Begin with a Quotation  

The writer may have come across statement in a 

play, novel, poem, song, newspaper or magazine that 

captures and sum up an idea better than the writer can. 

A quotation does not hane to be from great poet or 

prose writer, it may be from anyone who is qualified 

to speak about the writer’s topic or main idea.   

c. Beqin with the Question (or series of question) 

Beginning a written composition with a series of 

engaging, throught-provoking question(s) starts the 

readers thngking right away. The question (or series 

of questions) is a device to attract the readers’ 

participation and actively engages the readers’ minds. 

It causes them to think about the subject matter before 

the introductory paragraph of the thesis statement.  
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d. Build Up the Background 

Sometimes the most forceful way to lead up the 

thesis statement is to present backgound information 

and steadily build toward the thesis. This method is 

particularly effective because it involves the readers 

in the subject right from the beginning ang continues 

ti develop their interest untill the climatic presentation 

of the thesis at the end of introductory paragraph. 

Finally, it will lead into specific tone of the essay. 

The introduction must include the following:  

1) Necessary background information  

2) Brief explanation of any terms unfamiliar to your 

audience  

3) Identification of the novel, short story, play, poem, etc. 

(literary analysis paper, research paper on a literary 

subject). Always provide the title and author of a text in 

the introduction of a literary analysis paper.  

4) Identification of primary characters, if applicable 

(literary analysis paper, research paper on a literary 

subject)  

5) Thesis statement (except for a narrative)  

The content, style, and organization of your introduction 

will shift depending on your essay’s genre.  
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 Research paper, argumentative paper—background on your 

topic/context; thesis statement; overview of your paper’s 

organization  

 Literary analysis paper—author, title of work(s) you will 

discuss, thesis statement; any relevant background 

information; overview of your paper’s organization  

 Narrative—setting (time and place); narrative hook; 

emphasis on voice; no thesis statement  

Based on the explanation above, the reseracher conclude 

that, there are some characteristics of an introduction that writer 

should consider. The content, style, and organization of your 

introduction will shift depending on your essay’s genre. 

d. Types of Introductions  

There are some types of introduction: 

 Analogy  

Make a comparison that will catch your reader’s 

attention and introduce your topic. 

 Allusion 

 Make a reference to another literary work, person, 

or event. 

 Anecdote (or Narration)  

Start with a brief story that is closely related to 

your topic. 
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 Description  

Write a detailed description to illustrate a specific 

point about your topic. 

 Definition  

Provide an explanation, not a dictionary definition, 

of a term that your paper will cover. 

 Example  

Begin with an example of your topic. 

 Question  

Ask a question or series of questions regarding 

your topic. Do not include an entire paragraph of 

questions. And, remember to answer the question. 

 Quotation  

Start with a relevant quotation or an epigraph 

(quotation that appears at the beginning of an essay or 

literary analysis). 

 Statistics  

Provide a statistic or statistics to open your 

discussion and to give a concrete example that illuminates 

your topic. 

 Based on the theory above, the researcher can ge a 

conclusion that, there are some types of introduction in paragraph. 

They are annalogy, allusion, anecdote, description, definition, 
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example, question, quotation, and the last is statistics. The writers 

can use one of them to make introduction as a background in 

paragraph.  

 

B. Review of Relevant Studies 

Related to this research, the researcher finds other studies which 

are relevant to this research. 

First, Desi Afriza (2012) conducted a research about “An Analysis 

Students’ Ability in Applying Coherence in Students’ Essay” (A Study of 

the Third Semesters of English Department of STAIN Batusangkar 

Registered in 2011/2012 Academic Year). In this research, she found that 

students’ ability in applying aspect of coherence in their essay can be 

divided into several groups. The first is for repeated key noun, students’ 

ability in this aspect was sufficient. The second is for consistent pronoun, 

students’ ability in this aspect was sufficient. The third is in applying 

transition signal was poor. Among those all aspect generic structure of 

coherence could be said as good ability. This cause that most of students 

was in sufficient ability. In this case, the researcher also did research 

related to aspect of coherence devices, This research has similarity in same 

aspect that is in transition signals in essay, while the differences are this 

research just focuses on transition signals, whereas the previous research 

focuses on students’ ability in applying all aspects of coherence. 

Based on the information above, this research is different from 

others. Comparing to this research, there are differences and similarities 
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with this research. The similarity one is this research studying about 

Essays. While, the differences is Desi Afriza conducted a research about 

An Analysis Students’ Ability in Applying Coherence in Students’ Essay 

Moreover the researcher studies about an analysis of interrelationship 

between general statement and thesis statement in introductory paragraph 

of students’ essays.   

 

C. Conceptual Framework 

In this research, the researcher will focus on students’ introductory 

paragraph in English. The researcher will take the data by midterm test. It 

was conducted at fifth semester students of English department students 

of STAIN Batusangkar in 2015/2016 academic year.  

  The data were taken from students’ midterm test. After 

conducting the data, the data result will be analyzed characteristics of an 

introductory paragraph.  Finally, mean of the data will show what quality 

of the students is. The conceptual framework of this research as follows: 
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

A. Research Design 

  This research is a kind of descriptive research because it 

described students’ ability in apllying the characteristic of 

introductory paragraph in writing essay. It described the real 

phenomenon in the field. Gay (2000:11) states that descriptive 

research involve the collecting data in order to answer the question 

concerning of the status of object of the study.  

In addition, Faisal (1982:119) states that descriptive research 

will describe and interpret the real condition. It described the status of 

students’ ability in apllying the characteristic of introductory 

paragraph in writing in midterm test essay of the fifth semester 

students of English Department of STAIN Batusangkar registered in 

2015/2016 academic year.  

Dealing with the theories, the researcher described the 

introductory paragraph in students’ writing essays by English 

department students of STAIN Batusangkar. 

B. Population and Sample 

1. Population 

According to Gay (2000:122) population is the group of 

interest to the researcher, the group to which she or he would like the 
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results of the study to be generalized. The population of this research 

were the fifth semester students of English Department of STAIN 

Batusangkar in Academic year 2015/2016. They were 100 students. 

Table 2 

Population of the Research 

No  Class  Total  

1 TBI A 28 

2 TBI B 34 

3 TBI C 38 

Total  100 

 

The researcher conducted this research in this semester 

because they have studied Writing IV. 

2. Sample 

  Gay (2000: 121) says that sampling is the process of selecting 

a number of individual for a study in such a way that the individual 

represents the larger group from which they were selected. The 

purpose of sampling is to gain information about the population by 

using the sample. According to Arikunto (2005: 76) sampling is part 

of population. So, sampling is the process of selecting units from a 

population of interest by studying the sample it can fairly generalize 

the results of the research. 

The sample of this research was taken by applying total 

sampling technique. The sample of this research consists of 100 

essays from the three classes. 
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C. Technique of Data Collection 

1. Research Instrument  

The research instrument in this research was the researcher 

herself. The researcher collected the data. As it is explained by Gay 

(2000: 19), the researcher relies herself as the main instrument of data 

collection. In this case, the researcher entered the setting to get the 

data, copied and studied the data, and interpreted the data by herself. 

Next, the researcher tried to analyze the document and classify the 

introductory paragraph in writing essay made by the students. 

2. Research Procedures  

This research was conducted by applying the following steps. 

They were preparation, operation and post operation. 

a. Preparation  

1) Focusing on one problem that researcher was interested in. 

2) Collecting the sources and references that related on the 

research. 

3) Preparing and writing the research proposal. 

4) Conducting proposal seminar. 

5) Revising the proposal.  

b. Operation  

1) Meeting with writing lecturer to borrow the students’ midterm 

test essay documents. 

2) Omitting the students’ name from the documents. 
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3) Collecting the students’ essay of midterm test project. 

c. Post Operation  

1) Analyzing the data. 

2) Drawing conclusion. 

3) Interpreting the data. 

4) Doing thesis agenda (munaqasyah) 

5) Revising the thesis after munaqasyah.  

In this case the researcher analyzed several data from 

difference sources, and then she analyzed the findings with the theory 

as quoted in chapter II. 

D. Technique of Data Analysis 

The technique of analyzing data used in this research is 

descriptive one. It was analyzed based on the result of students’ ability 

in writing introductory paragraph.  

For the first, researcher got data by student’s midterm test and 

then the data was analyzed by following these steps: 

1. Collecting the data 

2. Omitting student’s name. 

3. Underlining the student’s introductory paragraph. 

4. Fulfill the code of the characteristics of introductory paragraph. 

(IT=introduce the topic, TD=indicate the topic is going to be 

developed, AG=attention getter (inviting), and TS=thesis 

statement.  
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5. Classifying of student’s introductory paragraph 

To analyze the data result the researcher using the criteria 

suggested by Suharsimi (2005: 245).  

    Table 3.  

       Classification of Students’ Introductory Paragraph Quality 

No  Criteria  Level of Application Percentage  

1 81-100 Very Good  

2 61-80 Good 80.7 % 

3 41-60 Sufficient  

4 21-40 Poor  

5 0-20 Very Poor 19.3 % 

Total  100 % 

 

   To know the percentage of students’ quality introductory 

paragraph in writing essay, the researcher calculated the students’ 

writing essay by using the formula as proposed by Anas Sudijono 

(2000:40); 

  
 

 
      

Explanation: 

P= Percentage 

F= Frequency 

N= Number of Data 

 

It was scored, 61-80 as good level with applied 

characteristics of introductory paragraph. So essay that was written 

by fifth semester students of English department in their midterm 

test is good.  
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6. Drawing conclusion the introductory paragraph. 

 The conclusion was made based on the data that researcher 

got after analyzing the data. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

A. Research Finding  

1. Data Description 

This chapter discusses the description data analysis and discussion 

of introductory paragraph that is applied by the fifth semester students of 

English department of STAIN Batusangkar registered in 2015/2016 

academic year in their essay. Then, the way of gotten the data was by 

analyzing writing documents of the students’ midterm test.  

The documents were gotten by asking permission to the lecturer of 

Writing IV subject. The total number of the documents in this research 

were 80 essays from three classes (TBI A = 27 essays, TBI B = 35 essays, 

and TBI C = 38 essays). After getting the data, the researcher coded as for 

instance E1, and P1. It means that she took essay number one, and the first 

paragraph. Then, she analyzed the introductory pargaraph made by 

students. 

The researcher analyzed the essays based on the characteristic of 

introductory paragraph. There are four characteristic of introductory 

paragraph, they are introduce the topic (IT), indicate generally how the 

topic is going to be developed (TD), contain the thesisi statement (TS), 

should be inviting / attention getters (AG). Each characteristic was colored 

by researcher, such as introducing topic by using orange color, developing 
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the topic by using blue color, thesis statement by giving green color, and 

attention getter by using red color.  

As the result of the analysis, she found 80.7 % introductory 

paragraph that is written by students was good because they can apply the 

characteristics of introductory paragraph.  

2. Data Analysis 

Before analyzing the data, the researcher coded them. E means 

essay, and P means paragraph. Therefore E1, P1, means the researcher 

was analyzing essay number one, and paragraph one.  Then, she identified 

introductory paragraph by underling them. After identifying those 

introductory paragraphs, she classified them based on the characteristics 

of introductory paragraph: apllying introduce the topic, apllying develop 

the topic, contain thesis statement, and applying attention getter. The 

samples of characteristics of introductory paragraph applied by the 

students in their essays were as follow: 

Table 4. 

Sample Introductory Paragraph in Essays  

No 
Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 
Code 

Characteristics of 

Introductory 

Paragraph 

IT TD AG TS 

1 Everyone certain 

wish have a friend. We can 

a friend with the others. If 

we have much friends, we 

easy do anything. 

Relationship such us a 

friendship dating and others. 

Do you know how to start a 

relationship? There are 

E1/P1  √ √ √ 
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No 
Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 
Code 

Characteristics of 

Introductory 

Paragraph 

IT TD AG TS 

 several how to start a 

relationship. 

     

2 Do you know raffi 

ahmad? Of course you know 

raffi ahmad. He is famous in 

indonesia. Almost everyday 

and every time you see him 

on TV. You know why raffi 

ahmad is so popular? Some 

of you know and don’t 

know why raffi ahmad is so 

popular. There are some 

reason why raffi ahmad is 

so popular. 

E2/P1 √ √ √ √ 

3 A reason or more? 

Be honest or lie? As we 

know, in social interaction, 

we have to expose all of 

sides of our life so that 

everybody surronding us 

know who we are. In TBI A, 

still has problems about 

that, they are: 

E3/P1   √ √ 

4 Parent can be made 

to what help both parent and 

kid life, fully, joyfully and 

without serious term.Parent 

is a person of good figure. 

Makes the children do 

that.There some make good 

parents. 

E4/P1 

 

√ √ √ √ 

5 Do you know state 

college for Islamic studies 

Batusangkar? Do you class 

TBI a? TBI A is one of part of 

English teaching department in 

stain Batusangkar. Since I 

come in stain Batusangkar and 

pass examination be member 

of English teaching department 

i feel is not bad.  

E5/P1 √ √ √ √ 
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No 
Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 
Code 

Characteristics of 

Introductory 

Paragraph 

IT TD AG TS 

 I meet with the others 

members of English 

teaching department. I am is 

one of member of class TBI 

A. I felt differences between 

i and the other friends in my 

class. Why i don’t like to be 

a member of class TBI A? 

there are some reason why i 

don’t like to be a member of 

class TBI A. 

     

6 Sekarang atau lima 

puluh tahun lagi,  aku akan 

tetap selalu mencintaimu. 

Do you know, who’s the 

singer? I think you all know 

that. The singer is raffi 

ahmad. He’s born in 

bandung. He have two sister 

and his sister job is same 

with he. He’s father pass 

away.Since he child he stay 

in jakarta, to start he’s 

carier, he tried to follow 

cover boy and then he 

success. And then he follow 

casting. Not only in the film 

he’s success but also he 

tried to be singer. Song on 

the top is he’s song. Raffi  

ahmad very-very so popular 

in indonesia. There are 

several why raffi ahmad is 

so popular. 

E6/P1 √ √ √ √ 

7 When someone ask 

to me, whom that ilove in 

my life? So, I will say, that 

is my family. Because, from 

my sister, my brother, and I 

was a child. We always 

together. And we have 

beloved parents. In the we  

E7/P1 √  √ √ 
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No 
Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 
Code 

Characteristics of 

Introductory 

Paragraph 

IT TD AG TS 

 little house. We have many 

activity that we like to do. 

There are several favorite 

activity that we like to do 

     

8 So many students in 

Indonesia have bad habits in 

study. That one of the 

biggest problem in 

Indonesia. We should know, 

what we get in future is 

depends on what we do 

now. Besides bad habit, still 

many students in Indonesia 

have good habits in study. 

Here are the habits they 

usually do. 

E8/P1   √ √ 

 

More detail information about the characteristics of thesis 

statement can be seen in the appendix.  

Then, each characteristic was colored such as introducing topic by 

using orange color, developing the topic by using blue color, thesis 

statement by giving green color, and attention getter by using red color. 

Those characteristics can be seen in the following part. 

 

1. Characteristics of Introductory Paragraph  

a. Introduce the Topic 

According Pertiwi and Teguh (2012:24) introductory 

paragraph is the first thing that a reader sees. This paragraph 

should inform the reader the topic being discussed. Those 
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characteristics of introductory paragraph, were found in E2/P1, 

E4/P1, E5/P1, E6/P1, E7/P1, E9/P1, E11/P1, E13/P1, E14/P1, 

E16/P1, E17/P1, E18/P1, E19/P1, E20/P1, E21/P1, E22/P1, 

E23/P1, E25/P1, E26/P1, E27/P1, E29/P1, E30/P1, E31/P1, 

E32/P1, E34/P1, E35/P1, E36/P1, E37/P1, E38/P1, E39/P1, 

E40/P1, E41/P1, E43/P1, E44/P1, E45/P1, E46/P1, E47/P1, 

E48/P1, E49/P1, E51/P1, E52/P1, E53/P1, E54/P1, E55/P1, 

E56/P1, E57/P1, E58/P1, E61/P1, E62/P1, E65/P1, E66/P1, 

E67/P1, E69/P1, E70/P1, E71/P1, E72/P1, E73/P1, E77/P1, 

E80/P1, E81/P1, E82/P1, E83/P1, E84/P1, E85/P1, E86/P1, 

E87/P1, E88/P1, E89/P1, E90/P1, E91/P1, E92/P1, E93/P1, 

E94/P1,E95/P1, E96/P1, E97/P1, E98/P1, E99/P1, E100/P1. It was 

79 essays. The example can be seen in E2/P1, and E5/P1 

Table 5.  

Sample 1 of Introduce the Topic 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

1 E2/P1 Do you know raffi 

ahmad? Of course you 

know raffi ahmad. He is 

famous in Indonesia. 

Almost everyday and 

every time you see him on 

TV. You know why Raffi 

Ahmad is so popular? 

Some of you know and 

don’t know why Raffi 

Ahmad is so popular. 

There are some reason 

why Raffi Ahmad is so 

popular. 

The writer 

applied the 

characteristic of 

introductory 

paragraph which 

introduce the 

topic. The topic 

inthis paragraph 

is Raffi Ahmad 
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According to Boardman and Jia (2002:68) topic is the 

subject of the essay, what the essay is about. Oshima (1999:23) 

states that the topic names the subject, or main idea, of the 

paagraph.   

Based on the table above, it is known that the writer applied 

the characteristic of introductory paragraph that introduces the 

topic. The sentence is “He is famous in Indonesia. Almost 

everyday and every time you see him on TV.” Topic in this 

sentence is “He”, he refers to Raffi Ahmad.  

Table 6.  

Sample 2 of Introduce the Topic 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

1 E4/P1 Parent can be made to 

what help both parent and 

kid life, fully, joyfully and 

without serious term. 

Parent is a person of good 

figure. Makes the children 

do that. There some make 

good parents.. 

The writer applied 

the characteristic of 

introductory 

paragraph which 

introduce the topic. 

The topic in this 

paragraph is Parent 

 

Based on the table above, it can be concluded that the 

student applied the characteristic of introductory paragraph that is 

introduce the topic. It can be seen in example E4/P1, the writer 

introduces the topic, and the topic is “parent”. It means that 

introducing the topic was applied in that sentences.  

In conclusion, there were 79 essays which applied 

introducing the topic in their introductory paragraph.  
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b. Indicate Generally the Topic is Going to be Developed 

(Providing Background Information) 

According to Pertiwi and Teguh (2012:24) a good 

introductory paragraph should indicate wheter the essay is going to 

discuss causes, effects, reasons or example. Xudong (2003) states 

that providing background information in an essay introduction 

serves as a bridge to link the reader to the topic of an essay. 

Those characteristics of introductory paragraph, were found 

in E1/P1, E2/P1, E4/P1, E5/P1, E6/P1, E9/P1, E10/P1, E11/P1, 

E12/P1, E13/P1, E15/P1, E16/P1, E17/P1, E18/P1, E19/P1, 

E20/P1, E21/P1, E22/P1, E23/P1, E24/P1, E26/P1, E27/P1, 

E29/P1, E31/P1, E32/P1, E33/P1, E34/P1, E35/P1, E37/P1, 

E38/P1, E39/P1, E40/P1, E41/P1, E43/P1, E44/P1, E45/P1, 

E46/P1, E48/P1, E49/P1, E51/P1, E52/P1, E53/P1, E54/P1, 

E55/P1, E57/P1, E58/P1, E59/P1, E60/P1, E61/P1, E62/P1, 

E64/P1, E65/P1, E66/P1, E67/P1, E69/P1, E70/P1, E71/P1, 

E72/P1, E73/P1, E74/P1, E76/P1, E77/P1, E80/P1, E81/P1, 

E82/P1, E83/P1, E84/P1, E85/P1, E86/P1, E87/P1, E88/P1, 

E89/P1, E90/P1, E91/P1, E92/P1, E94/P1, E95/P1, E97/P1, 

E98/P1, E99/P1, E100/P1. It was 81 essays. The example can be 

seen in E26/P1, and E41/P1 
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Table 7.  

Sample 1 of Developing the Topic 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

1 E26/P1 Right know you can find 

many kind of fashion for 

teenager. And the popular 

fashion today is hijab, 

specially for women 

teenager. Fashion is model of 

style from someone to look a 

beautiful. And today many of 

teenager choose hijab for 

their fashion. There are some 

reasons teenager wearing 

hijab for their fashion 

The writer 

applied the 

characteristic 

of introductory 

paragraph 

which 

developed  the 

topic. In this 

paragraph the 

writer discuss 

about fashion 

in generally 

 

According to Pertiwi and Teguh (2012:24) a good 

introductory paragraph should indicate wheter the essay is going to 

discuss causes, effects, reasons or example. 

Based on the table above, it is known that the writer applied 

the characteristic of introductory paragraph that indicates generally 

how the topic is going to be developed. The sentence is “And the 

popular fashion today is hijab, specially for women 

teenager.”Topic in this sentence is “popular fashion”, and in that 

sentence the writer gave explanation of popular fashion. 

Table 8.  

Sample 2 of Developing the Topic 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

1 E41/P1 One of kind from 

schedule writing is make an 

essay. Many people who 

don’t like writing an essay  

The writer 

applied the 

characteristic 

of  
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No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

  because don’t have any ideas 

about it. This opinion must 

be less from themself. This 

essay will examine strategies 

in writing essay. 

introductory 

paragraph 

which 

developed the 

topic. In this 

paragraph the 

writer 

discussed 

about essay 

in generally. 

 

Based on the table above, it can be concluded that the 

student applied the characteristic of introductory paragraph that 

indicates generally how the topic is going to be developed. It can 

be seen in example E41/P1, the writer explained the little of 

writing in essay. It means that developing the topic was applied in 

that sentences.  

In conclusion, there were essays which applied the topic is 

going to be develop in their introductory paragraph. 

c. Thesis Statement  

Blanchard and Root (2004:64) the thesis statement tells the 

reader what the essay will be about and what points the writer’s 

will be making in essay. According to Pertiwi and Teguh (2012:24) 

in more sophisticated writing, the thesis statement sometimes 

appears later in the essay, sometimes even at the end. Those 

characteristics of introductory paragraph, were found in E1/P1, 

E2/P1, E3/P1, E4/P1, E5/P1, E6/P1, E7/P1, E8/P1, E9/P1, E10/P1, 
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E11/P1, E12/P1, E14/P1, E15/P1, E16/P1, E17/P1, E18/P1, 

E19/P1, E20/P1, E21/P1, E22/P1, E23/P1, E24/P1, E25/P1, 

E26/P1, E27/P1, E28/P1, E29/P1, E30/P1, E31/P1, E33/P1, 

E34/P1, E35/P1, E37/P1, E38/P1, E39/P1, E41/P1, E42/P1, 

E43/P1, E44/P1, E45/P1, E47/P1, E48/P1, E49/P1, E51/P1, 

E53/P1, E55/P1, E56/P1, E57/P1, E58/P1, E59/P1, E60/P1, 

E61/P1, E63/P1, E64/P1, E65/P1, E66/P1, E67/P1, E68/P1, 

E69/P1, E70/P1, E72/P1, E73/P1, E74/P1, E76/P1, E79/P1, 

E80/P1. It was 68 essays. The example can be seen in E26/P1, and 

E41/P1 

Table 9.  

Sample 1 of Thesis Statement 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

1 E53/P1 Have you ever imagine 

to be a great public speaker? 

Public speaker is a people  

speak in front of many 

people of public. Some 

people says to be public 

speaker very bad because to 

try speak in front of many 

people it’s so hard and 

sometimes it can make we 

want to die! But being public 

speaking actually very 

interested because it can 

teach you to be confidence 

and gives you many 

experiences. There are many 

reason to be a great public 

speaker. 

The writer 

applied the 

characteristic 

of 

introductory 

paragraph 

which 

contain the 

thesis 

statement. In 

here the point 

of writer’s 

essay is to 

tell the 

reason to be a 

great public 

speaker. 
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Blanchard and Root (2004:64) the thesis statement tells the 

reader what the essay will be about and what points the writer’s 

will be making in essay. 

Based on the table above, it is known that the writer applied 

the characteristic of introductory paragraph that contains the thesis 

statement. The sentence is “There are many reason to be a great 

publick speaker.” That sentence tells the reader about public 

speaker and points the writer tell the reason to be a great public 

speaker.  

Table 10.  

Sample 2 of Thesis Statement 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

1 E65/P1 One of kind from 

schedule writing is make an 

essay. Many people who 

don’t like writing an essay 

because don’t have any ideas 

about it. This opinion must 

be less from themself. This 

essay will examine strategies 

in writing essay. Who do not 

knows Olga Syaputra? He is 

a comedian actor in 

Indonesia. He is so famous in 

indonesia, malaysia and 

singapura. Few days ago he 

was pass away in Elizabeth 

hospital, Singapura, because 

meningitis disease. So many 

people visited his body to 

grave. It bukti Olga is so 

popular. There are two 

reason why Olga so popular.  

The writer 

applied the 

characteristic 

of 

introductory 

paragraph 

which 

contain the 

thesis 

statement.  In 

here the point 

is reason why 

olga so 

popular.  
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Based on the table above, it can be concluded that the 

student applied the characteristic of introductory paragraph that 

contains the thesis statement. It can be seen in example E65/P1, the 

writer states the reason Olga Syahputra so popular. It means that is 

the main point of her/his essay. 

In conclusion, there were 68 essays which applied the topic 

contained the thesis statement in their introductory paragraph. 

d. Attention Getter 

According to Pertiwi and Teguh (2012:24) introductory 

paragraph should be interesting enough to make the reader to 

continue reading. Those characteristics of introductory paragraph, 

were found in E1/P1, E2/P1, E3/P1, E4/P1, E5/P1, E6/P1, E7/P1, 

E8/P1, E9/P1, E10/P1, E11/P1, E12/P1, E13/P1, E14/P1, E15/P1, 

E16/P1, E17/P1, E18/P1, E19/P1, E20/P1, E21/P1, E22/P1, 

E23/P1, E24/P1, E25/P1, E26/P1, E27/P1, E28/P1, E29/P1, 

E30/P1, E31/P1, E32/P1, E33/P1, E34/P1, E35/P1, E37/P1, 

E38/P1, E39/P1, E40/P1, E41/P1, E42/P1, E43/P1, E44/P1, 

E45/P1, E46/P1, E47/P1, E48/P1, E49/P1, E50/P1, E51/P1, 

E52/P1, E53/P1, E54/P1, E55/P1, E56/P1, E57/P1, E58/P1, 

E59/P1, E60/P1, E61/P1, E62/P1, E63/P1, E64/P1, E65/P1, 

E66/P1, E67/P1, E69/P1, E70/P1, E71/P1, E72/P1, E73/P1, 

E74/P1, E75/P1, E76/P1, E77/P1, E79/P1, E80/P1, E81/P1, 

E82/P1, E83/P1, E84/P1, E85/P1, E86/P1, E87/P1, E88/P1, 
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E89/P1, E90/P1, E91/P1, E92/P1, E93/P1, E94/P1, E95/P1, 

E96/P1, E97/P1, E98/P1, E99/P1, E100/P1. It was 68 essays. The 

example can be seen in E17/P1, and E61/P1 

Table 11. 

Sample 1 of Attention Getter 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

1 E17/P1 Do you now benefit 

vegetarian it? There are 

many benefit vegetariant. 

For example like, be 

health, body skin health, 

swit blood away. For 

example body become 

health because each 

vegetarian today, body 

will health and body skin 

from illness can attack. 

The writer 

applied the 

characteristic of 

introductory 

paragraph which 

put attention 

getter. The 

writer use 

question as 

attention getter 

to atrract the 

reader to 

continue reading 

the essay. 

 

An attention-getter is the first part of the introduction. As 

the name implies, it must grab the attention of readers to entice 

them to read on. According to Pertiwi and Teguh (2012:24) 

introductory paragraph should be interesting enough to make the 

reader to continue reading. 

Based on the table above, it is known that the writer applied 

the characteristic of introductory paragraph that puts attention 

getter. The sentence is “Do you now benefit vegetarian 

it?”attention getter that writer use in that sentence is question. The 

writer use question to atrract the reader attention to read the essay.  
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Table 12.  

Sample 2 of Attention Getter 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

1 E83/P1 Do you  know Olga 

Syahputra? Maybe all of 

you know Olga Syahputra. 

Olga Syahputra is popular 

art. Everyday we can see 

him in television with him 

joke and him fun 

characteristic. Because it 

Olga most popular in 

other country. 

The writer 

applied the 

characteristic of 

introductory 

paragraph which 

put attention 

getter. The 

writer used 

question to as 

attention getter 

to attract the 

reader to read 

the essay.  

 

Based on the table above, it can be concluded that the 

student applied the characteristic of introductory paragraph that put 

attention getter. It can be seen in example E83/P1, the writer used 

question to atrract the reader to read her/his essay. It means that 

attention getter was applied in that sentences.  

In conclusion, there were essays which applied the topic 

which put attention getter in their introductory paragraph. 

2. Fulfill the Characteristics of Introductory Paragraph. 

a. The Introductory Paragraph Fulfill all of the Characteristics 

The introductory paragraph which applied all of the 

characteristics, were found in E2/P1, E4/P1, E5/P1, E6/P1, E9/P1,  

E11/P1, E16/P1, E17/P1, E18/P1, E19/P1, E20/P1, E21/P1, 

E22/P1, E23/P1, E26/P1, E27/P1, E29/P1, E31/P1, E34/P1, 
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E35/P1, E37/P1, E38/P1, E39/P1, E41/P1, E43/P1, E44/P1, 

E45/P1, E48/P1, E49/P1, E51/P1, E53/P1, E55/P1, E57/P1, 

E58/P1, E61/P1, E65/P1, E66/P1, E67/P1, E69/P1, E70/P1, 

E72/P1, E73/P1, and E80/P1. It was calculated as 43 or 43 % 

students’ essays that applied all of characteristic of introductory 

paragraph. The example can be seen in E17/P1, and E71/P1/L8. 

Table 13. 

Sample 1 with Fulfill all of Characteristics 

 

No Code Example of Thesis 

statement 

Analysis 

1 E17/P1 My family is the most 

important thing than 

dream in the world. 

Because I think there is 

no dream without my 

lovely family. True 

love doesn’t just love 

for boyfriend or 

girlfriend, true love is 

love who we get from 

born until die. True 

love is doesn’t just give 

gift, surprise, flower, 

ad material, but to 

given trust, honest, and 

trouble solver together. 

There are several 

moment with my 

family is true love. 

The writer wrote 

introductory 

paragraph which was 

fulfilling each of 

characteristic of 

introductory 

paragraph. The 

characteristics are 

introduce the topic, 

indicate the topic is 

going to be 

developed, contain 

thesis statement, and 

put attention getter. 

 

Based on the table above, it can be seen that the 

introductory paragraphs written in introduce the topic, indicate the 

topic is going to be developed, contain thesis statement, and put 

attention getter. It can be seen in example E17/P1 with sentence 
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”My family is the most important thing than dream in the world. 

Because I think there is no dream without my lovely family. True 

love doesn’t just love for boyfriend or girlfriend, true love is love 

who we get from born until die. True love is doesn’t just give gift, 

surprise, flower, ad material, but to given trust, honest, and 

trouble solver together. There are several moment with my family 

is true love.” This introductory paragraph was fulfilling all of 

characteristics of introductory paragraph. 

Table 14. 

Sample 2 with Fulfill all of Characteristics 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

2 E61/P1 Did you ever hear that 

song? I’m sure the answer is 

yes. The singer is Olga 

Syaputra. Who don’t know 

with Olga Syaputra? He is 

so popular in Indonesia 

right?. Olgasyaputra came 

from a ordinary family. He 

worked  to some of actrees. 

He always worked hard, so 

he can be an actrees. He is 

not only an actrees but he is 

a presenter, comedian and 

singer. There are some 

reason why Olga Syaputra is 

so popular. 

  

The writer wrote 

introductory 

paragraph which 

was fulfilling 

each of 

characteristic of 

introductory 

paragraph. The 

characteristics are 

introduce the 

topic, indicate the 

topic is going to 

be developed, 

contain thesis 

statement, and 

put attention 

getter. 

 

Based on the table above, it can be seen that the 

introductory paragraphs written in introduce the topic, indicate the 

topic is going to be developed, contain thesis statement, and put 
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attention getter. It can be seen in example E61/P1 with sentence” 

Did you ever hear that song? I’m sure the answer is yes. The 

singer is Olga Syaputra. Who don’t know with Olga Syaputra? He 

is so popular in Indonesia right? Olga Syaputra came from a 

ordinary family. He worked  to some of actrees. He always 

worked hard, so he can be an actrees. He is not only an actrees but 

he is a presenter, comedian and singer. There are some reason 

why Olga Syaputra is so popular.” This introductory paragraph 

was fulfilling all of characteristics of introductory paragraph. 

In conclusion, there were 43 or 43 % introductory 

paragraph written by students’ which applied all of 

characteristics. 

b. The Introductory Paragraph Fulfill Three Characteristics  

The introductory paragraph which applied only three the 

characteristics were found in E1/P1, E7/P1, E10/P1, E12/P1, 

E13/P1, E14/P1, E15/P1, E30/P1, E32/P1, E33/P1, E40/P1, 

E46/P1, E47/P1, E52/P1, E54/P1, E56/P1, E59/P1, E60/P1, 

E62/P1, E64/P1, E71/P1, E74/P1, E76/P1, E77/P1, E81/P1, 

E82/P1, E83/P1, E84/P1, E85/P1, E86/P1, E87/P1, E88/P1, 

E89/P1, E90/P1, E91/P1, E92/P1, E94/P1, E95/P1, E97/P1, 

E98/P1, E99/P1, E100/P1. It was calculated as 42 or 31,5% 

students’ essays that applied all of three characteristic of 
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introductory paragraph. The example can be seen in E52/P1, and 

E71/P1. 

Table 15. 

Sample 1 with Three Characteristics 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

1 E52/P1 In Indonesia Have actress 

and actor so popular until 

many countries in the 

world. Olga Syaputra is 

one of aktris Indonesia 

from comedy. Olga 

Syaputra have many fans 

from Indonesia until in 

others countries. Olga 

Syaputra from Padang , 

Sumatra Barat. He is not 

way normaly. But many 

problem into his .there is 

why Olga Syaputra is so 

popular? going to a big 

city Jakarta to find a work. 

Olga not from the rich 

family , but from the poor 

family. And find much 

many to his family 

especially his parents. 

Karier Olga does 

The writer wrote 

introductory 

paragraph which 

was fulfilling each 

of characteristic of 

introductory 

paragraph. The 

characteristics are 

introduce the topic, 

indicate the topic is 

going to be 

developed, and put 

attention getter. 

 

Based on the table above, it can be seen that the 

introductory paragraphs written in introduce the topic, indicate the 

topic is going to be developed, and put attention getter. In that 

introductory paragraph there is no thesis statement in that 

paragraph. It can be seen in example E52/P1 with sentence” In 

Indonesia Have actress and actor so popular until many countries 

in the world. “Olga Syaputra is one of aktris Indonesia from 
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comedy. Olga Syaputra have many fans from Indonesia until in 

others countries. Olga Syaputra from Padang, Sumatra Barat. He 

is going to a big city Jakarta to find a work. Olga not from the 

rich family , but from the poor family. And find much many to his 

family especially his parents. Karier Olga does not way normaly. 

But many problem into his .there is why Olga Syaputra is so 

popular?” This introductory paragraph was not fulfilling all of 

characteristics of introductory paragraph. 

Table 16. 

Sample 2 with Three Characteristics 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

2 E71/P1 Do you now benefit 

vegetarian it? There are 

many benefit vegetariant. 

For example like, be 

health, body skin health, 

swit blood away. For 

example body become 

health because each 

vegetarian today, body 

will health and body skin 

from illnes can attack. 

The writer wrote 

introductory 

paragraph which 

was fulfilling 

each of 

characteristic of 

introductory 

paragraph. The 

characteristics are 

introduce the 

topic, indicate the 

topic is going to 

be developed, and 

put attention 

getter. 

 

Based on the table above, it can be seen that the 

introductory paragraphs written in introduce the topic, indicate the 

topic is going to be developed, and put attention getter. In that 

introductory paragraph there is no thesis statement in that 
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paragraph. It can be seen in example E71/P1 with sentence” Do 

you now benefit vegetarian it? There are many benefit vegetariant. 

For example like, be health, body skin health, swit blood away. For 

example body become health because each vegetarian today, body 

will health and body skin from illnes can attack.” This introductory 

paragraph was not fulfilling all of characteristics of introductory 

paragraph. 

In conclusion, there were 42 or 31,5 % introductory 

paragraph written by students’ which applied three characteristics 

of introductory paragraph. 

c. The Introductory Paragraph Fulfill Two Characteristics 

The introductory paragraph which applied only two the 

characteristics were found in E3/P1, E8/P1, E24/P1, E25/P1, 

E28/P1, E42/P1, E63/P1, E79/P1, E93/P1, E94/P1, E95/P1, and 

E96/P1. It was calculated as 10 or 5 % students’ essays that applied 

two characteristic of introductory paragraph. The example can be 

seen in E3/P1, and E8/P1. 

Table 17. 

Sample 1 with Two Characteristics 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

1 E3/P1 A reason or more? 

Be honest or lie? As we 

know, in social 

interaction, we have to 

expose all of sides of our 

life so that everybody  

The writer wrote 

introductory 

paragraph which 

was two 

characteristic of 

introductory 

paragraph. The  
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No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

  surronding us know who 

we are. In TBI A, still has 

problems about that, they 

are: 

 

characteristics 

contain thesis 

statement and put 

attention getter. 

 

Based on the table above, it can be seen that the 

introductory paragraphs written in contain thesis statement and 

put attention getter. In that introductory paragraph there is no 

introduce the topic and indicate the topic is going developed in 

that paragraph. It can be seen in example E3/P1 with sentence ” A 

reason or more? Be honest or lie? As we know, in social 

interaction, we have to expose all of sides of our life so that 

everybody surronding us know who we are. In TBI A, still has 

problems about that, they are:” This introductory paragraph was 

not fulfilling all of characteristics of introductory paragraph. 

Table 18. 

Sample 2 with Two Characteristics 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

2 E8/P1 So many students in 

Indonesia have bad habits 

in study. That one of the 

biggest problem in 

Indonesia. We should 

know, what we get in 

future is depends on what 

we do now. Besides bad 

habit, still many students 

in Indonesia have good  

The writer wrote 

introductory 

paragraph which 

was two 

characteristic of 

introductory 

paragraph. The 

characteristics 

contain thesis 

statement and put 

attention getter.  
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No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

  habits in study. Here are 

the habits they usually do. 

 

 

 

Based on the table above, it can be seen that the 

introductory paragraphs written in contain thesis statement and put 

attention getter. In that introductory paragraph there is no introduce 

the topic and indicate the topic is going developed in that 

paragraph. It can be seen in example E3/P1with sentence ”So many 

students in Indonesia have bad habits in study. That one of the 

biggest problem in Indonesia. We should know, what we get in 

future is depends on what we do now. Besides bad habit, still many 

students in Indonesia have good habits in study. Here are the habits 

they usually do.” This introductory paragraph was not fulfilling all 

of characteristics of introductory paragraph. 

In conclusion, there were 10 or 5% introductory paragraph 

written by students’ which applied two characteristics of 

introductory paragraph. 

d. The Introductory Paragraph Fulfill One Characteristics 

The introductory paragraph which applied only one the 

characteristics was found in E36/P1, E50/P1, E68/P1, E75/P1,  and 

E78/P1. It was calculated as 5 or 1,25% students’ essays that 

applied one characteristic of introductory paragraph. The example 

can be seen in E50/P1, and E75/P1. 
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Table 19. 

Sample 1 with One Characteristics 

  

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

1 E50/P1 Can you imagine if you 

must be choose between 

two options that difficult 

to you for choosing one of 

them? And have you ever 

felt it? I have ever felt this 

situation. After graduated 

from junior high school, I 

decided to continued my 

study in senior high 

school. I already applied 

in senior high school in 

Sijunjung. But after two 

days, my friend invited 

me to join him for applied 

in focational school, 

especially bussiness and 

management. At the 

beginning, I’m just tried 

to apply and i choose 

accounting department. 

Finally, I began to confuse 

and difficult to choose 

where I wanted to study. 

After that, I just prayed to 

god and choose focational 

school. If you want to 

know why i decided to 

choose that school, lets 

look at my reasons. 

The writer wrote 

introductory 

paragraph which 

was applied one 

characteristic of 

introductory 

paragraph, that is 

just put attention 

getter.  

 

Based on the table above, it can be seen that the 

introductory paragraph in that paragraph just applied one 

characteristic, which is attention getter. In that introductory 
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paragraph there is no introduce the topic, indicate the topic is 

going to be developed and no thesis statement in that paragraph. It 

can be seen in example E50/P1 with sentence ”Can you imagine 

if you must be choose between two options that difficult to you 

for choosing one of them? And have you ever felt it? I have ever 

felt this situation. After graduated from junior high school, i 

decided to continued my study in senior high school. I already 

applied in senior high school in Sijunjung. But after two days, my 

friend invited me to join him for applied in focational school, 

especially bussiness and management. At the beginning, I’m just 

tried to apply and i choose accounting departement. Finally, i 

began to confuse and difficult to choose where i wanted to study. 

After that, i just prayed to god and choose focational school. If 

you want to know why i decided to choose that school, lets look 

at my reasons.” This introductory paragraph was not fulfilling all 

of characteristics of introductory paragraph. 

Table 20. 

Sample 2 with One Characteristic 

 

No Code Example of Introductory 

Paragraph 

Analysis 

2 E75/P1 I have an experience 

when i still children or 

around I 6 years old. Not 

experience nice, happy or 

funny, but an experience 

make afraid and trauma. 

What an experience make 

fells that? 

The writer wrote 

introductory 

paragraph which 

applied one 

characteristic of 

introductory 

paragraph, that is 

just put attention 

getter.  
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Based on the table above, it can be seen that the 

introductory paragraph in that paragraph just applied one 

characteristic, which is attention getter. In that introductory 

paragraph there is no introduce the topic, indicate the topic is going 

to be developed and no thesis statement in that paragraph. It can be 

seen in example E75/P1 with sentence ” I have an experience when 

i still children or around I 6 years old. Not experience nice, happy 

or funny, but an experience make afraid and trauma. What an 

experience make fells that?” This introductory paragraph was not 

fulfilling all of characteristics of introductory paragraph 

In conclusion, there were 5 or 1,25% introductory 

paragraph written by students’ which applied one characteristic of 

introductory paragraph. 

 

B. Discussion  

Based on research finding and data analysis above, it can be seen that 

introductory paragraphs that written by fifth semester students of English 

department were good. She found 80.7 % introductory paragraphs that 

students written were good because they had written introductory paragraph 

based on characteristics of introductory paragraph. The characteristics of the 

introductory paragraph are introducing the topic, indicate the topic is going to 

be developed, contain thesis statement, and the last is put attention getter to 

invite the reader to read the essays.  
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Based on the table 2 page 46, it can be seen the levels of application 

of thesis statement in essay written by the fifth semester students of English 

department of STAIN Batusangkar registered in 2015/2016 academic year. 

From the analysis the researcher found that introductory paragraph that 

written by students in good level with total 80.7 %.  

From the annalysis the researcher found that in fulfill all of 

characteristic introductory paragraph with total 43 essay or 43%, which 

applied three characteristic of introductory paragraph with total 42 essay or 

31, 5 %, which applied two characteristic of introductory paragraph with total 

10 essay or 5 %, and which applied only one characteristic of introductory 

paragraph with total 5 essay or 1,25%. 

In conclusion, most of students wrote introductory paragraph in their 

essay well, it was found that 80,7 %. Students who applied the characteristics 

of introductory paragraph in their essay. So that, their introductory paragraphs 

were good. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A.  Conclusion 

Based on the research analysis above, it can be concluded that 

introductory paragraphs that were written by the students in their 

essays were good, it was found 80.7 %.Students whoapplied the 

characteristics of introductory paragraph in writing introductory 

paragraph in their essays. 

The researcher found the introductory paragraph which applied 

all of the characteristics with total 43 %. The introductory paragraphs 

which applied three characteristics were about 42 %. Then, the 

introductory paragraphs which applied only two characteristics were 

about 5 %. Next, the introductory paragraphs which applied only 

onecharacteristicswere about 1.25 %.  

The researcher found that, the characteristic which often appear 

in students’ introductory paragraph is attention getter. In generally 

students put attention getter in introductory paragraph of their essays. 

The characteristic which rarely appear in students’ introductory 

paragraph is thesis statement. Some students did not write thesis 

statement in introductory paragraph but s/he was write thesis statement 

in body paragraph of essay.  
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B. Suggestion 

Based on the result of this research, the researcher gives some 

suggestions to the stakeholders below: 

1. Students 

It is suggested to the students to increase their understanding 

about the introductory paragraph in writing, especially in 

application the characteristics of introductory paragraph. 

2.  Writing lecturers 

For the writing lecturers, the researcher hopes that this research 

can give description about the characteristics of thesis statement and 

how students used it in writing essay. The writing lecturers should 

give many practices to the students and explain more details about 

the thesis statement particularly the characteristics of introductory 

paragraphin producing good introduction of essay. 

3. Further researcher 

Related to this case, it is expected that other researchers may do 

further research to find out the other research, for example the 

students’ ability in applying attention getter in writing. 
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LEARNING CONTRACT 

 

A. GENERAL INFORMATION 

 

Nama Mata Kuliah  : Writing IV 

Credit   : 2 SKS 

Day/Time : Monday / 14.55-16.50 (IV A), Tuesday / 13.15-

14.55 WIB (IV B), and  Tuesday / 10.35-12.15 (IV 

C) 

Room   : F.1, and K.1.1  

Lecturer   : Rini Anita, M.Pd 

 

B. COURSE DESCRIPTION 

This course is served to the students after they are taking Writing I, II and III  

in the previous semesters. It provides the students an opportunity to develop 

and enrich their writing skill in writing essays. It will be presented as both 

theories and practices for one semester.  

 

C. COURSE OBJECTIVE 

This course is aimed at boosting students’ understanding of essay along with 

their components, and rhetorical patterns. It is hoped that during this semester 

they will be able to use all the knowledge that they have got and use it in 

writing essays.   

 

D. EVALUATION 

In order to pass this course satisfactorily, the students must submit all written 

assignments and exercises, attend the class on time and take part in class 

discussions. The evaluation of the student’s progress is based on the following 

aspects: 

1. Attendance &Participation        

2. Assignments   

3. Mid Test    

4. Final Test    

5. Project   

 

E. COURSE MATERIAL 

 

Week Topic Sub Topic 

1 1. Introduction to Course 

Design 

1. Learning Contract 

2. Essay Vs Paragraph Vs Text 

Appendix 1: Learning Contract 
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Week Topic Sub Topic 

 2. An Overview of Essay 3. Essay Components 

4. Writing Process of Essay 

5. Outlining and Evaluating an Essay 

2/3 Essay Components : 

Introductory Paragraph 

1. General Statements : Attention 

Grabbers 

2. Thesis Statement : Topic and 

Controlling Idea 

4/5 Essay Components : 

Body Paragraphs 

Concreate Supports : Facts, 

Quotations, and Statistics, Details, 

Explanation, Example, and Personal 

Experience) 

6 Essay Components : 

Concluding Paragraphs 

1. Summary 

2. Restatement 

3. Final Comment 

7 Essay  1. Introductory Paragraph 

2. Body Paragraphs 

3. Concluding Paragraph 

8 Mid Semester Test 

9/15 Essay Rhetorical 

Patterns 

Descriptive, Narration, Process, 

Classification, Persuasion, 

Argumentative, Comparison and 

contrast, cause/effect essay, etc 

16 Final Semester Test 

 

F. PROJECT 

1. Mid Project 

You are assigned to write essay consists of three essay components; 

introductory, body and concluding paragraph. the due date is on the day of 

mid semester test. You need to write it in a double folio paper. Don’t forget 

to give the outline of your essay. 

2. Final Project 

You are asked to write five kinds of essay that have different essay 

rhetorical patterns. It should be under one big theme. Write it in a double 

folio paper. The due date is on the day of final semester test.  

Batusangkar,  February 2015               

The Lecturer 

 

Rini Anita, M.Pd 
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Appendix 2: The Samples of Introductory Paragraph. 

Data Introductory Paragraph 

1 Everyone certain wish have a friend. We can a friend with the 

others. If we have much friends, we easy do anything. Relationship 

such us a friendship dating and others. Do you know how to start a 

relationship? There are several how to start a relationship. 

 

2 Do you know raffi ahmad? Of course you know raffi ahmad. 

He is famous in indonesia. Almost everyday and every time you see 

him on TV. You know why raffi ahmad is so popular? Some of you 

know and don’t know why raffi ahmad is so popular. There are some 

reason why raffi ahmad is so popular. 

 

3 A reason or more? Be honest or lie? As we know, in social 

interaction, we have to expose all of sides of our life so that everybody 

surronding us know who we are. In TBI A, still has problems about 

that, they are: 

 

4 Parent can be made to what help both parent and kid life, fully, 

joyfully and without serious term. Parent is a person of good figure. 

Makes the children do that. There some make good parents. 

 

5 Do you know state college for Islamic studies batusangkar? Do 

you class TBI a? TBI A is one of part of English teaching department 

in stain batusangkar. Since i come in stain batusangkar and pass 

examination be member of English teaching department i feel is not 

bad. I meet with the others members of English teaching department. I 

am is one of member of class TBI A. I felt differences between i and 

the other friends in my class. Why i don’t like to be a member of class 

TBI A? there are some reason why i don’t like to be a member of class 

TBI A. 

 

6 Sekarang atau lima puluh tahun lagi, aku akan tetap selalu 

mencintaimu. Do you know, who’s the singer? I think you all know 

that. The singer is raffi ahmad. He’s born in bandung. He have two 

sister and his sister job is same with he. He’s father pass away.  Since 

he child he stay in jakarta, to start he’s carier, he tried to follow 

coverboy and then he success. And then he follow casting. Not only in 

the film he’s success but also he tried to be singer. Song on the top is 

he’s song. Raffi ahmad very-very so popular in indonesia. There are 

several why raffi ahmad is so popular.  

 

7 When someone ask to me, whom that i love in my life? So , i will say, 

that is my family. Because, from my sister, my brother, and i was a 

child. We always together. And we have beloved parents. In the we 
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little house. We have many activity that we like to do. There are 

several favorite activity that we like to do.  

8 So many students in indonesia have bad habits in study. That 

one of the biggest problem in indonesia. We should know, what we 

get in future is depends on what we do now. Besides bad habit, still 

many students in indonesia have good habits in study. Here are the 

habits they usually do. 

 

9 Family, a 6 word letter that makes us either cry or smile when 

remembered this word family is an important thing in the world for 

several person. Family is a thing that we long for a rendezvous if we 

are far for them. Gather with family is my favorite time. Being gather 

with family i can forget all of problems that i have. There are several 

favorite time with my family. 

 

10 One day, at april 2nd 2015. My mom went  to padand panjang , 

my mom went alone. My mom went to padang panjang to take money 

from the bank. And buy something to our life. When my mom in 

padang panjang begin take the money, buy something until back to 

home. Alhamdulillah she save. But on the way back home in car she 

got accident. Her wallet had gone. I am very sad to hear that. But 

alhamdulillah my mom still in good situation. She not down from the 

car. Because my mom very important in my life. There are several 

reason why mom wonderwoman in mylife,they are my mom struggle 

hard to make me present in the world, my mom always beside me 

when i get problems, and my mom struggle hard to protect and give 

good education for her son and daughters. 

11 Insomnia is illness that  there to someone, that to apperared 

from habit, do you do. Insomnia always disturb. Actually, every day. 

Insomnia happend when someone not can be rest in time normal for to 

rest. Insomnia many happend with students, because they are have 

many assignment that will to finish, so them must be to finish until 

mid night, with they have habit such it, so student that easy to able 

illness. Insomnia not illness new happend, so that we don’t worry 

because the insomnia not can be move to other people that there in 

arround you leave. Insomnia disturb step your mind in avtivity. There 

are factor- factor that influence insomnia and how overcome insomnia. 

 

12 Choose the simple way, trying to be practice, lazy to cook and wake 

up late. Have you think there are so many people eat junk food 

although they know it is not a good behavior? As we know, so many 

people choose junk food in their daily days, for breakfast, lunch and 

dinner. They make mainset if eating junk food is not too wasting time, 

it is a simple ways to do. There are some reason, why so many people 

e a t  j u n k  f o o d  i n  t h e i r  d a i l y . 
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13 TBI A is one of class in English department in four semester. 

In the first semester we have 38 members, but now still 29 members. 

In TBI A we always find something crazy every day. Man in TBI A 

content 10 member and woman 20 members in the past. In TBI A 

include many different characters of members. But i think it’s different 

make we always together and being our strength. 

 

14 Teacher is a person who compass become or people the we 

copy a people who become your parents in the school and you must 

obedient with him/her. There are three type of teacher you want to be: 

teacher always the care, teacher a good, teacher smart. 

 

15 I never had a difficult time that i need a hug. When i was in 

junior high school my close friend had accident and pass away. It’s so 

hard for me. I feel so sad because i can’t smile or laugh together again 

with them. How difficult that time. After that , i think that sometimes 

people feel so down, sad and upset because of everything that make 

them needed a hug. Some people can pass that situation. But another 

people can’t stay alone with that condition. Some people need 

someone beside them to share their feel to get more spirit. They need a 

hug to get comfortable. There are three times that someone needed a 

hug. First when they disappointed, second when they feel so down, 

and the last when they get hurt. 

 

16 A students organization a subject to start a new expensive for 

our life in university. In here you can makes your dream came realize, 

why i said that? Because i think a students organization is a good 

subject for you join factually other in university.  For example in 

university state college for Islamic studies batusangkar in organization 

UKM-BKM. If you join in this organization, you must be effective for 

your tallent in this organization and also you not forget your study. 

And also you not must over protective by your organization. In your 

way aday , you must share your time. For your organization, study and 

for your break time. There are positive effects for a student 

organization like that: 

 

17 My family is the most important thing than dream in the world. 

Because i think there is no dream without my lovely family. True love 

doesn’t just love for boyfriend or girlfriend, true love is love who we 

get from brn until die. True love is doesn’t just give gift, surprise, 

flower, ad material, but to given trust, honest, and troble solver 

together. There are several moment with my family is true love. 

 

18 This day so many anappropriate TV programs for children. The 

children’s parents should pay attention for this problem, because not 

all film that good to watch for children, so many film that appropriate 
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to watch for children such as: upin and ipin film. Upin and ipin is an 

animation film made in Malaysia by les copaque since September 

14th. In Indonesia, this film showed in the morning in MNC TV. So 

many who interested with this animation film. Not only children, but 

most people interested with this film. In this so may participants, such 

as upin, ipin, rajoo, opah, mail, kak ros, uncle mahto, tok dalong, 

susanti, mei mei, jarjit, fizi, ehsan and so many. Upin ans ipin are the 

children five years old. Their live with their granma”opah” and their 

sister “ kak ros” . they have so many friends who love them., because 

upin ipin are the kind children and many children want to be their 

friends. Upin is lder than ipin. They study in tk nusa. This film has 

many benefits for children. There are some reason why upin and ipin 

film appropriate to watch for childrens: 

 

19 Relationship, have you made a relationship in your life? I hope 

you have made it, if you have’t made it , how poor you are dude,,,!!! 

Relationship the important thing in teenager environment, because 

some of research said that someone who have relationship in generally 

will make their point be increase, if both of them can give a motivation 

each other. but to make a relationship is not easy.  We need a fearless, 

and strong mental, to start a relationship. There are several ways how 

to stars a relationship. Cg ,mc, shh. 

 

20 Family is important thing for life. Without family we can’t 

running our life. Because family is motivation to keep do something. 

Have a big family is something want all of people, especially if you 

have happy family. Where is you always feel comfortable if you there 

in your family. Because we can share anything, Happy or sad. You 

will miss each time when you still with your family if you has so 

far.When you fee down, your family especially your mother will 

always support you and wan’t  to lave you alone. Because you should 

know no one of your family who will let you. They will always there 

for you, in anything situation. There several favorite time with your 

family. 

 

21 Do you know ? why raffi ahmad is so popular?  This is a fact in 

entertainment. There are many actors in indonesia. Most of actors give 

their view to raffi ahmad that he is very popular now. Do you now 

raffi ahmad before he become actor? He came from usually family. 

Base on his skill, he can be actor now. Before this situation , he got 

difficult in his life. But base on his work hard, he can pass from his 

difficult. He gossips from other people. Until  now he do not care 

about the gossips. Since first time he be a actor, he meet many 

callange in her carer. He still can to finish of all his callange. There are 

three reason why raffi ahmad so popular. 
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22 Academic dishonesty is a bad habit which do when students in 

academy. When students have assignment or exam in their school, 

students sometimes do academic dishonesty to do their assignment or 

exam. There are some bad effects why students o academic 

dishonesty, like : be a lazy person, not confidence, and always need 

others help. 

 

23 As we know that academic dishonesty is one of he bad habit in 

school or college environment. Academic dishonesty such as cheating, 

look the small sheet (jimat) , browsing internet, and asked to friend. 

But until now many students do it. May be already be tradition from 

generation to the next generation. In Islam also forbiden academic 

dishonesty because it is haram. There are several reason why many 

students do academic dishonesty when they do examination.  

 

24 When you come to a college, you can find so many subject that 

available there. It begin from English, math, biology, Arabic, and 

others. If you are in English department, you will find the subjects that 

relate with the program, like: grammar, speaking, writing, reading, 

listening, and others. And also some additional subjects, like: learning 

management, educational statistic, qualitative & quantitative research, 

and others. In case i am an English department student. From many 

subject that i have explained above. I more like with writing. There are 

some reasons why i like more writing subject. 

 

25 Water is the liquid that regulates the world both flora and 

fauna, marrine, biotic and aboitic. Water hold the controlling factor 

over each and every specimens of the universe. Water is mainly 

composed of hydrogen, oxygen and few minerals that controlling a 

power. There are 2 several the power of mineral water. 

 

26 Right know you can find many kind of fashion for teenager. 

And the popular fashion today is hijab, specially for women 

teenager.Fashion is model of style from someone to look a beautiful. 

And today many of teenager choose hijab for their fashion. Thre are  

 some reasons teenager wearing hijab for their fashion 

 

27 Evryone in indonesia know about or who is olga syaputra. Olga 

is an actor in indonesia.He is a good young actor in indonesia. Then he 

have the unic characteristic. The unic characteristic that make him so 

popular in the entertaiment world. There are some reasons why olga 

syaputra is so popular in the entertaoment world. 

 

28 The day was good . but ,why it becomes very hot? The earth 

begin earthquake in my place. I just want to say this, that’s too hard. 

Come on! This happened to me last semester, when i tried to follow 
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speech compitition. I like to speech in front of people. But not many 

people. Eveyone may smart. But, smarter people are those who can 

share his knowledge to many people. Some are good and some others 

are bad. When i showed a bad a great public speaker. Some strategies 

to make a good or best presentation, such as we should know what the 

audiences want, we should us an understandable language, we should 

have a will, and never let a second speaker in our time. 

 

29 How many people eat junk food? If we talk about junk food 

maybe we will imagine about delicious food. In the modern area, junk 

food already be a food of usually to eat. Eating junk food is one of 

habit from so many people now. They do not think again about their 

health because consuming junk food, maybe they have some reasons 

why they always consuming junk food. There are some reason whay 

so many people  eat junk food 

 

30 What do you think about your parents? They are so kind for 

you?Your parents special?Or your parents so bad and they not care 

with you?For me, my parents is very special in my life.There are three 

reasons it make my parents special. 

 

31 Public speaker is people who do publick speaking or we call 

them speaker. Public speaker also is people who spek in front of some 

people to give some new information, actually public speaker used 

speech to present.Some of purposes of publick speaking are to 

entertain and to inform the audience. Everybody maybe can stand in 

front of many people and give information or anything else to them. 

But it doesn’t mean that they are great public speaker. To be a great 

public speaker : we should have many things as our modal.There are 

some characteristics that we should have to be a great publick speaker. 

 

32 Batu akik very like of many people and very famous now. I 

don’t know from where and when the firts of batu akik why famous, 

but batu akik” naik daun” in the world especially in indonesia. 

 

33 Have you ever when you speak nobody hear you? Can you 

imagine what will you feel in this situation? What are you want to try 

again speak in front off public?some of us maybe afraid to speak in 

front of public because so many reasons but actually a public speaker 

is easy to do when know the strategy .everybody have this skill but not 

at all everybody improve ut to be a great public speaker. When we 

speak to someone is send  a message to other but, not all can get the 

point because who do not know how the startegies to be a great public 

speaker. There are some strategies to be a great a great public spraker.  

 

34 Have you ever heard students has graduated from university 
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can’t do anything when after he was graduated? It is one of problem in 

education world. Because, in educationl world students has graduated 

from university exactly get knowledge as agent of change in the world. 

However, not all of the students can get the more knoeledge as people 

say. Because not all the students are serious in doing lecturing since he 

studied. Acadmic dishonesty is one of the problem in educational 

world.Many of students have done it to get what the students want in 

lecturing without he thinks what the effect of it . he just thinks how to 

get a good mark for a while without he think a good process for reach 

it.There are some factors why some students included to academic 

dishonesty. 

 

35 Do you know olga syaputra ? and have you ever see or meet 

with her? I belief if all peole and especially in indonesia know about 

olda syaputra.Olga is one of famous in indonesia.He usually play in 

presenter, comedy, movie or film and somethimes in song. He can do 

anything and can make someone laugh when see or heard his.Olga was 

birht in 1993 on maret and he is mix from minang and jawa. He is star 

his career from zero and know he becaome one of famous actor in 

indonesia. As we know, olga always made someone laugh when their 

meet his. But, few one year ago he got sick and its make his life lost in 

2015 on 28 maret.  It made everyone know know his became sad. But 

he always became memorians in people, because he is so well to 

others. And  there are some cause whay olga syaputra is so popular in 

indonesia. 

 

36 Indonesia is developing countries. In indonesia many people 

used a smartphone. Smartphone is very difficult, because smartphone 

make your esay comunication. And smartphone having  

 

 many aplication, for example, camera, music, games BBm and so on. 

But i will discuss with you about camera 360, specially reasult of 

picture from 360. The benefit of camera 360: make skin beauty, fresh 

face and make peoplebecome beautiful ( face ,eyes , lips, etc. 

 

37 “Olga syaputra “ maybe everyone have already introducing 

with this name. He is an aktris, comedian and presenter very popular 

in indonesia.There are some reasons why olga syaputra is so popular. 

 

38 I believe that every students many difficulties on making an 

essay. Thats all maybe because some of them confuse on choose or 

find the topic about their essay, and also maybe because some of them 

didn’t know about the ways or the rule on making essay. Do you know 

if you follow the rule and understand with the characteristic of essay, 

making on essay is easy? In here i will give some ways to make a 

good essay.There are three ways to make a good essay. 
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39 I’m sure that everybody always have a friend at school, at 

college, at home or everywhere, isn’t it? Futhermore a girl. I have a 

girlfriend at oce. We always together and always same. Muchmore 

everyone called us twins. I felt happy because we are have a guarrel. 

But suddenly our togetherness change. Do you know why? There are 

some reason i want to tell you. 

 

40 As we know, olga syaputra is one of famous actor in indonesia. 

At leats, he appears on tv twice per day with difference chanel. 

Unfortunately, he was pass away last week, exactly, on 27 Friday, 

maret  2015. It make many fans of olga so sad, and also almost of 

artists in indonesia. Now, i wil share to you why olga syaputra is so 

popular.? 

 

41 One of kind from schedule writing is make an essay. Many 

people who don’t like writing an essay because don’t have any ideas 

about it. This opinion must be less from themself. This essay will 

examine strategies in writing essay. 

 

42 Have you ever follow the organization in your college? Or have you 

have a friends who follw organization in her college? Have you ever 

think that when you follow a organization you will be busier and 

forget to study? So, what do you feel when you follow a organization? 

I’m sure you feel something different from usual, right? So i am. 

Before i follow organization, i think that will be busy from before. I 

can not to managr my time between organization and study. But when 

i follow a organization, i never find what i think before that. I find 

something different from usual like i can manage my time as good. I 

am really dissagree with students who don’t like to follow 

organization. Why? Because when you follow a organization you will 

get advantages like me. So that, there are some advantages from a 

students organization. 

43 Nowdays, more than half of population of citizen in a big city 

like new yorks, jakarta, beijing and other eat junk food everyday. It is 

not mean that they are poor people and can not eating foods that 

usually ate by people. That statement or opinion appears because 

many people especially when the lunch time eat foods with have much 

or even nothing of nutrisions. It means, food with less nutrisions can 

be said as junk food because junk is something unprecious and already 

throw away. So there are three general reasons why so many people 

eat junk food. 

 

44 Parents are the people who we respected and loved. Many 

parents love their child, and the children love their parents, too. Each 

parents want their children be success, include my parents, too. Figure 
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of parents is very important for their children.So want make my 

parents special.? 

 

45 The lie is some usual activitiy. Many people lie in their life. 

With a lie their think can free in problem, and enjoy to doing it.There 

are some reasons why i will never tell a lie 

 

46 Olga syaputra is an indonesian actris. His villages in pariaman. 

He was born at 1983 and he died at 2015.Olga syaputra is popular 

actris . almost all people of indonesia like olga . when he was died all 

of olga’s fans  so sad, because olga is a good people, he always help 

somebody who poor life. Olga syaputra died because he sick kelenjer 

getah bening stadium four. It make olga impossible to get well  and 

olga get sick meningitis and it so hard for olga to get well like before, 

so many reason why olga syaputra is so popular. 

 

47 Have you ever speaking in public place? How can you imagine 

when you speaking in public place? What do you feeling afraid, forget 

about what do you saying and not confident? Isn;t it?A great public is 

someone who can make the audience or listener interested to heard 

and the audience or listener can cath the point of view what the public 

speaker saying. There are some criteria to be a great public speaker. 

48 Have you heard something about more expensive than gold? Can you 

imagine stone is more expensive than gold? Yes it is stone but, it is not 

an ordinary stone. People in indonesia called it batu akik. Do you 

know that a batu akik worth eight milions. Boss atu akik shop has 

bright future than boss gold shop. Abtu akik has become popular since 

the begining of 2015.Therea are reasons why batu akik is so popular. 

 

49 As we know indonesian lost a comedian popular lastly. He was 

olga syaputra . he so popular last nine year, anyone know him because 

he always showed in the television indonesia. Every him shows, he 

always invited  the audience for laught. He is funny and have 

characteristic is sissy. Olga started  him career  when he nine years 

old. With the lenong bocah program. In this program his talent is raise 

until he sick before. But lats one years he sick and stay at hospital, but 

indonesian hospital can not to make him healthy and finnally him 

family until he died, there are reasons why olga syaputra is so popular. 

 

50 Can you imagine if you must be choose between two options 

that difficult to you for choosing one of them? And have you ever felt 

it? I have ever felt this situation. After graduated from junior high 

school, i decided to continued my study in senior high school. I 

already applied in senior high school in sijunjung. But after two days, 

my friend invited me to join him for applied in focational 

school,especially bussiness and management. At the beginning, i’m 
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just tried to apply and i choose accounting departement. Finally, i 

began to confuse and difficult to choose where i wanted to study. After 

that, i just prayed to god and choose focational school. If you want to 

know why i decided to choose that school, lets look at my reasons. 

 

51 Have you ever heard junk food? I’m sure that you have eat 

kfc,pizza,humberger and spaghety.Do yo know? Kfc,pizza,humberger 

and spaghety are kinds of junk food. Junk food can not give benefit for 

our body. Junk food give you delicious and can not make our body 

healthy. Nowdays, many people loved consuming junk food, because 

there are some reasons why so many people eat junk food. 

 

52 In indonesia Have actris and actor so popular until many countries in 

the world. Olga syaputra is one of aktris indonesia from comedy. Olga 

syaputra have many fans from indonesia until in others countries. Olga 

syaputra from padang , sumatra barat. He is going to a big city jakarta 

to find a work. Olga not from rthe ricj family , but from the poor 

family. And find much many to his family especially his parents. 

Karier ilga does not way normaly. But many problem into his . there is 

w h y  o l g a  s y a p u t r a  i s  s o  p o p u l a r ? 

 

53 Have you ever emagine to be a great publick speaker? Public 

speaker is a peolpe speake in front of many people of public.Some 

people says to be public speaker very bad because to try speak in fornt 

of many people it’s so hard and sometimes it can make we want to die! 

But being public speaking actually very intrested beacuse it can teach 

you to be confidence and gives you many experiences. There are many 

reason to be a great publick speaker.. 

 

54 Do you know olga syaputra? And have you ever watching olga 

syaputra? I belive all of people especially indonesia know olga 

syaputra. He is a fampus comedian in indonesia. But now, we can’t 

watching him beacuse he passed away of thirdty two years old. He is 

passed away in mount elizabeth hospital of singapote because he got 

meningitis and he take care around one years in there. Many people or 

fans him surprised that the news.Many people thingking it’s only 

hoaks because many hoaks about that. And in fact, it’s not hoaks 

because the news from mak vera or olga’s manager.many people sad 

and crying because him. many people loving him and he is a comedian 

that can not be replaced by anything. Why is olga syaputra is so 

popular comedian in indonesia?   

 

55 I believe that every person had knwo with olga syaputra. He is 

a famous actor.Ebery chanel of tv he ever performnace beginning in 

the morning until midnight. Are you being olga syaputra a favorite 

actor? I think 80% indonesia society get feel lost when olga get sick. 
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In any social media talking about olga and miss him, they ask about 

condition olga although her family less secret and not give clear 

explaned about her. There are four reason make olga is so popular. 

 

56 Speaking in public speaking is speak in front of all audience to 

in form , persuade or to entertain audience. Eveyone in my speaking 

class should do it. We must communicate in english. People will not 

understand if we use indonesian language. As well as a foreigner come 

to our class. Lecturer may great us by using english. Then we can 

understand him by lecturer asks me to present my speech. But i did not 

prepare my selfbefore. So i was very vevy difficult to do it. Since that 

day, i ask to my senior and my lecturer the ways to success speaking 

in public speaking. How can i become a great public speaker in 

english? Expert preparing well the material before, there are many 

ways to improve your speaking in english 

 

57 Have you ever seen people especially men wearing rings made from 

kind of stone? Or maybe not only rings, they also wear the necklace. 

Eben the women in this world also wear some jewellry made from 

such kind of stone. What kind of stone is that? Well, that unique stone 

called by batu akik.People around the world are so crazy about stone 

nowdays. They hunt that stone until the middle of woods and also 

other places that they have not go before. Based on that phenomena, i 

will serve here the reason. There are several reason why people are so 

crazy about batu akik nowdays. 

 

58 We know that many people in the big cities liked eat junk 

food.The big question why so many people eat junk food? The reason 

why many people liked eat junk food because junk food more saved 

the time people have working and litle have a time. There are many 

reason why so many people eat junk food and hobies eat junk food. 

 

59 Do you have a boyfriend or girlfriend? Many people have 

boyfriend or girlfriend. Especially for teenager, they must have 

boyfriend or girlfriend. Okey... focus for boyfriend. Sometimes in a 

relationship, ofthen  occurs something problem. It makes you to fight 

each other. And it makes you should take decision, because you know 

him still love you. You feel pity to him to end your relationship. 

Okey... there are some ways to end a relationship. 

 

60 Do you know, what happened to our country a couple of month 

ago? Our country has been hacked by australian hacker. They try to 

hack our president. As we know, hacking is forbidden to do. It can 

create a war between two country. But you know, every country  now 

treat and teach their hacker profesionally. Why do they do that? 

Because hacker can be a great weapon even really want to be an expert 
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hacker. Therefore basic ways how to b a hacker. 

 

61 Did you ever hear that song? I’m sure the answer is yes. The 

singer is olga syaputra. Who don’t konw witholga syaputra? He is so 

popular in indonesia right?Olga syaputra came from a ordinary family. 

He worked  to some of actrees. He always worked hard, so he can be 

an acyrees. He is not only an actrees but he is a presenter, comedian 

and singer. There are some reason why olga syaputra is so popular. 

 

62 Hancur hancur hatiku 4x 

Do you know this song? This song is popular by olga syaputra. Do 

you know olga syaputra? I think everybody know with him. he is a 

famous actor or he is a “komedian” with more expensive “honor” from 

indonesia.He was born on Februari 8th 1983. He is a the first child 

from his parents. In the television, we can see  olga syaputra  is 

diffrent chanel. He always entertain us us in “facebooker” ,”yks” and 

many many else. But it not for today. It not for tomorrow  and it not 

for the next years. Olga is neve show in the televeision again. Because 

we was died. 

 

63 Basic we learn about public speaker is prepare from my self for 

what i do that. Of course we i do that to develop tallent us alone 

because it we can be know ability my self. When we can be able 

develop my self so that we try continue to development tallent alone. 

In a try of course we find place, don’t  ever give up what possible with 

us because it we can spirit for find and development tallent my self. In 

public speakee we are find challenge and admire from learner we are 

don’t easy easy what i do that so that we try again and again for the 

best since that. We must have ability alone because we can find 

challenge in life the world. There are many advantages of public 

speaker,consist: 

 

64 Do you have or join in organization at your college? Every 

college in our country usually have organization such as art, menwa, 

callygraphy, mapala and so on. Organozation is one place to improve 

our hobby and our skill in academic. But many students 

missunderstanding about it, because many students late graduation 

because of organization. There are two efect of organization, good 

effect and bad effect. 

 

65 Who do not knows olga syaputra? He is a comedian actor in 

indonesia.He is so famous in indonesia, malaysia and singapura. Few 

days ago he was pass away in elizabeth hospital, singapura, because 

meningitis disease. So many people visited his body to grave. It bukti 

olga is so popular.There are two reason why olga so popular. 
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66 Who do not knows olga syaputra? He is a comedian actor in 

indonesia.He is so famous in indonesia, malaysia and singapura. Few 

days ago he was pass away in elizabeth hospital, singapura, because 

meningitis disease. So many people visited his body to grave. It bukti 

olga is so popular.There are two reason why olga so popular. 

 

67 Do you know drop out? And do you have plan to drop out? Drop out 

very population in society especially in education in education. Drop 

out is stop study, or fobidden to study in high school or college. Many 

student drop out of high school or college because many reason. There 

are some reason why many students drop out of high schoil or college. 

 

68 Numeric, tell about this topic i am always “ nauseated”, did you 

know when i was in senior high school i hate the lesson about 

numeric, like mathematics,account and so on that the same topic with 

nimeric! But in this semester i study about numeric. Yeah.. called 

them statistics how poor i am. This lesson according to me very 

difficult, hard and iam not understanding about this lesson, i want tell 

you when i was school at primary school, junior high school iam 

always get a lowest mark. Why? This world i always hear from my 

mother, my sisyer and my teachers. My answer always “ i don’t know 

i am not understand what teacher talking. There are several arguments 

that i have why i dont like numeric like a statistic. 

 

69 Do you know camera 360? And do you ever use it in your life? I 

believe that everyone know about camera, especially camera 360. In 

my experience, camera 360 is the best of camera types as long as my 

life. It is appropriate with our picture needy. In this camera everything 

are possible, and it can be true. Camera 360 is a thing that has some of 

advantages for women, and there are three advantages of use camera 

360 

 

70 Junk food or fastfood is kind of food that so easy for found this 

food. Junk food contains to much sugar. In united states, 25 percent of 

people consuming junkfood, that so dramaticaly. Why so many people 

ate junkfood? There are many reason of people like to eat junkfood. 

 

71 Do you now benefit vegetarian it? There are many benefit 

vegetariant. Fro example like, be health, body skin health, swit blood 

away. For example body become health because each vegetarian 

today, body will health and body skin from illnes can attack. 

 

72 Parents? All of people have a parents right? Parent is someone 

special in life. Without my parents i can not do anything because my 

parents is everthing for me. Parents is a good human in the world. 

There are some reasons why parents can be a someone special. 
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73 If i tell about olga syaputra or olga , of course you all know 

well who is he. Yap the man who started his career to be a cameo in 

one of television broadcasting. If we flashback who is olga syaputra at 

the firts time, of course you will give him many aplause. You know 

right. He is a man who come from a little family and poor family. He 

is one of popular actrees from indonesia. Well, there are many reasons 

why olga syaputra is so popular. 

74 Do you olga lover? If you olga lover what do you feel when 

you listened olga was pass away? Are you crying? Or may be you just 

silent, or shouting. Even are you regret one day you will meet him, and 

you will hughim, kiss him, and other. But in fact now olga was died, 

and you can not meet him again. Therefore, as we know many people 

loved olga, it can we looked when many statement said olga was died, 

many people not belived the news, but actually it is true, and it make 

many people was cry with him. Because they loved him so much. 

Then, so many person was walt olga came from singapura, because 

they want meet or look olga for last time. Even, they came from 

another country. It prove, if olga is so popular. But, why olga is so 

popular? The are some reason why olga syaputra is so popuplar, it will 

i state here. 

 

75 I have an experience when i still children or around i 6 years 

old. Not experience nice, happy or funny, but an experience make 

afraid and trauma. What an experience make fells that? 

 

76 Do you wanna be diet ? yes i have funny experience when i try 

to diet! this is the story. Everyone would want to ideal body, so also 

with me, when i senior high school, i had started taking care of myself, 

my body is the rather fat. So also i plan to lost a little weight, as an the 

ideal body. Due to the strong determination of follow the alternative 

and the various drug that can to lost weight. At the time, my friends 

give to step the lost weight by drink avocado juice, i follow to given 

step  by my friends, everybody i drank advocado juice three time a 

day. After i follow the step by my friend, i try to check my weight, i 

was  shocked, rather than down my weight actually increasing 5 kg of 

my body. I want to see the doctor and i want to consult with him and i 

told him about him about i had done, doctor laught that i had done, the 

doctor to inform me, the advocado juice this is in fact no lost weight 

but it can to increase weight of my body. The doctoer sugget me to 

consume peanut amount in moderat. Therefore, there are to 

disadvantages about diet . 

 

77 Do you know mineral water? When you got thirsty of cousre 

you want to drinking the mineral water due to the mineral water water 

able to pick up the energies back. There are many power of mineral 

water to drinking to mineral water. The mineral water is a health water 
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in the world, as far as iam concerned the mineral water is the best than 

another water, such as juice, a glass of tea, a glass of coffee, Wine, 

aka’s water and etc. 

78 Andrea hirata sain in the novels “ sang pemimpi” make your 

dreams like the highest of sky, becuase without you know, god will 

hug that dreams.maybe that sentence can draw the history life of this 

person. 

 

79 Most of people think that going to college is very important. 

They suppose that going to college is one of many of way to get hogh 

level in society. Because after graduation from college, people can 

obtain a better job that people who do not go to college. Someone have 

said “ college is a place to get extraordinary experiences for you 

future”. Another said “ college is paradise.’ But in the fact, there are 

many people can not go to the college even if they can, sometime they 

must drop out  for some reason. Therefore, there are some reasons why 

students drop out of college. 

 

80 “Hancur 2x... hancur 2x ....hatiku” 

Do you know this song? Or do you ever hear this song? I think you 

will be familiar when you hear it. The singer of this song is olga 

syaputra. His full name is yoga syaputra. He is from a poor family and 

he has difficult way of life. He is the oldest son in his family. In his 

mind , he has difficult responsibility but he is never feel dissapointed. 

in other hand , from he is being adult until he is dead, he is always try 

to make his family happy. The way to make his family happy is being 

actors or jokers. He is also enjoy to spend his time in entertin’s the 

world. Because of this spirit, until today he is still being famous actors 

and nobody else doesn’t know about his life. So the writers will give 

reasons why it happen. There are three reasons why olga syaputra is so 

popular in indonesia. 

 

81 Young, independent, and commited? 

Yep you  heard that right. This is a declaration for anyone who is in a 

long term relationship in their 20s and has felt pressure to see what 

else is out there. Some people think that being in a relationship in your 

20s 

 

82 Do you  now how to diet with vegetarian? Of course, all people 

know about that. Diet with vegetarian making someone get of body be 

better. Why? Because vegetarian have many vitamin, calcium, zat 

besi, and not have  fat. And a vegetarian good for diet herbal and can 

be minimalizer of weight with natural. Well vegetarian diet can meet 

the needs of people of all ages. Including children, teenagers, people 

have body of fat, pregnant or breast feeding women. And the key is to 

be aware of your nutritional needs so that you plan a diet that meets 
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them. 

 

83 Do you  know olga syahputra? Maybe all of you know olga 

syahputra. Olga syahputra is popular art. Everyday we can see him in 

television with him joke and him fun characteristic. Because it olga 

most popular in other country. 

 

84 Gemstone or batu akik is become widely popular in Indonesia 

recently. You can find it everywhere, department store, traditional 

market and even at the border of streets, every body loves this adult, 

youngmen and kids too. 

 

85 Camera 360 is an application of photo editor that you can find 

in your gadget like android. To get camera 360 you must have an 

android such as  iphone apple, Samsung, advan, etc. if you have an 

android you can’t find this application if you not download before. 

You cannot download this application with file browser, opera mini, 

or app word. Before you download camera 360 you need quota of your 

sim card or you must activiying your packet  internet. It other you 

must also have memory card to save this application. After that you 

must install this application in your android. After this application 

have be you save and install, you can stay use this application. 

 

86 Have you ever take a picture by using camera 360? I think all 

of you ever do it. Camera 360 was booming in early time, mostly 

everyone have camera 360 in their smartphone. Start from a kid to an 

adult exactly have and ever take a picture with this camera. But do you 

know why camera 360 become famous in early time? It so simple 

because you look like more beautiful when you use camera 360 to take 

picture. 

 

87 Have you had experience? Can you imagine when you have 

experience? Every one of course have experience. Experience is 

something story or reality life do by someone in last time. It can happy 

or sad experienced, and they also have the biggest lost experienced. 

When they do it of course they feel so sad. It is something wonderfull 

in someone’s life. When they lost something, people, else, they feel 

confused and sad of course. I have  one moment about the biggest lost 

in my experience or my life. It is when I lost my mother. 

 

88 As we know, public speaker is very difficult for all people in the 

world, engineering students. because public speaker for students it can 

make they to be nerveous,  affear, not confidence, they can’t chose 

good topic, and do on. The great public speaker can get the attention 

for the audience, can make the audience happy or listening what 

he/she talk about. And how to be great public speaker. 
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89 In recent years, as we feel the phenomenon batu akik. The 

phenomenon begin hen precident Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono came 

to meet sumatera to declar a building in  darmasyraya. There people 

gave SBY a souvenir is batu akik Sungai Dare. Although, people 

dasmasyraya gave it to SBY but the stome from regency south solok. 

Which people dasmasyraya come to there to find gold and stone. Batu 

akik is combine between stone and ring. 

 

90 Do you have relationship 

Of course, all people have relationship, why e have relationship? 

Because in the world we not live alone we have family, friend, and 

also special men or women. We van have relationship with family 

specially with your parents, relationship with friends relationship with 

special men or women. But relationship can to end. Except 

relationship with your parent because so imposible to end. 

Relationship flod can not end but if relationship with friend can end 

because not forever you and your friend one idea. 

 

91 Nowadays, many people like batu akik not only man like batu 

akik but also woman like batu akik. Batu akik very interested many 

people. Batu akik is a good stone, interesting stone, and very 

interesting put to the finger. 

 

92 Do you know Olga Syahputra? He is public figure in Indonesia. 

He birth at 17 February 1986 and he have talent in film Indonesia. He 

come from poor family before he to be artist. Olga syahputra is some 

one who have talent, friendship, sporty and struggle. He live not with 

perfect, but his live with stuggle. Before he to be artist he ever be 

asistent artis dangdut, she is rita sugiarto. After he ever be asistent Rita 

Sugiarto, many people like olga. He very funny and he can make 

people to laugh however his heart very good. After olga dance 

introduce many people. There olga start to carier in world comedian. 

Olga many people to invite he to in program television in Indonesia. 

He strat increase his carier and can make many people love to his and 

like olga syahputra. However, from there many people also hate and 

don’t like Olga Syahputra. But, olga don’t care about many people 

who hate and don’t like his. Olga still do better live and leave don’t 

good live. Selagi he not troble our life. 

93 Baju basiba is dress are from the minang kabau and now it’s 

thriving indonesian, was mainly mothers already many are wearing 

clothes, because baju basiba makes a woman look more graceful and 

polite. 

94 I dont like story in my home, because I’m young child in my 

family. I’m not won’t many people say if young child can’t to work or 

not will be succes, and will be child manja. When we stay alone in my 

live we can to my work for myself. 
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95 Olga Syahputra birth is at 8 februari 1983 in Jakarta. He has 

one brother and four sister. Before he become artist, he is very poor 

man. And he don’t popular in Indonesia. And he is very bad face. And 

he has smaller body. 

 

96 Before I began my essay writing, pretend that we were teenager 

at that time. But you/we do something ridicotous, well I’m not going 

to take a long time, let me ask you about something. Have you ever 

felt travel by your self when you were teenager?. I’m sure some of you 

did, but some of you not. Can you imagine how brave you at that time, 

so this writing/essay I’d like to share readers a little bit about my 

wonderful experience to travel by my self when I was teenager. Before 

beginning, I wanna tell readers about what kind of things that I had 

gotten when I was travelling alone. 

 

97 Proper diet are vegetables like spinach are very much in 

consumption by humans are also animals, green plants animal 

nutrition and taste good too spinach also have many colors like red, 

greener and white. Many doctors who say that this vegetable bayam 

diet is very helpful to us. There also some actors who say spinach can 

make us fat and more fat. But after going some research by doctor and 

finally facts and reality of her guarded there’s spinach proved nery 

beneficial to the diet. 

 

98 Phenomenon camera 360 in Indonesia is very popular. Because 

many people use it. Like me, I ever use camera 360 but with natural 

effect. Some times I use the other effect, such as sweet effect, sexy lips 

effect, sunshine and others. Sweet effect can make around us be 

orange color. Like our lips, T-shirt and what ever you wear. 

 

99 What is your favourite time? With whom you spent it? Whwn 

you spent it? Or you do not have favorite time? How poor you 

are!have you spent you spent your time with family? It you ask me the 

answer is I have, I have spent my time with family when rain. For 

several people rain is a nature phenomena which they hate very much. 

Because rain just make they stay at home for a few time and they will 

in a big trouble because it. But not for me rain bring good moment for 

me because I always spent my time with family when rain. 

Data Introductory Paragraph 

100 Do you know raffi ahmad? Raffi ahmad is popular star if 

television. Rafi ahmad was brown in Bandung 17 February 1987. 

Raffi Ahmad have three brothers, Raffi Ahmad the oldest of three 

brothers Pair Munawar Ahi (late) and Ami Qanita began his career as 

an actor, until now. Raffi Ahmad has been involved in a number of 

soap operas, ftv and feature films. 
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Appendix 3 : Table of Introductory Paragraph in Essays  

Table of the Introductory Paragraph in Essays Made by the Fifth Semester 

Students of English Department of STAIN Batusangkar Registered in 

2014/2015 Academic Year 

 

No Example of Introductory Paragraph 
Code 

 

Characteristics of 

Introductory 

Paragraph 
IT TD AG TS 

1 Everyone certain wish have a 

friend. We can a friend with the others. If 

we have much friends, we easy do 

anything. Relationship such us a friendship 

dating and others. Do you know how to 

start a relationship? There are several how 

to start a relationship. 

 

E1/P1/  √ √ √ 

2 do you know raffi ahmad? Of 

course you know raffi ahmad. He is 

famous in indonesia. Almost everyday and 

every time you see him on TV. You know 

why raffi ahmad is so popular? Some of 

you know and don’t know why raffi ahmad 

is so popular. There are some reason why 

raffi ahmad is so popular. 

 

 

 

E2/P1/L 

√ √ √ √ 

3 A reason or more? Be honest or lie? 

As we know, in social interaction, we have 

to expose all of sides of our life so that 

everybody surronding us know who we 

are. In TBI A, still has problems about that, 

they are: 

 

E3/P1/L   √ √ 

4 Parent can be made to what help 

both parent and kid life, fully, joyfully and 

without serious term. Parent is a person of 

good figure. Makes the children do that. 

There some make good parents. 

E4/P1/ 

 

√ √ √ √ 

5 Do you know state college for 

Islamic studies batusangkar? Do you class 

TBI a? TBI A is one of part of English 

teaching department in stain batusangkar. 

Since i come in stain batusangkar and pass 

examination be member of English 

E5/P1/L √ √ √ √ 
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teaching department i feel is not bad. I 

meet with the others members of English 

teaching department. I am is one of 

member of class TBI A. I felt differences 

between i and the other friends in my class. 

Why i don’t like to be a member of class 

TBI A? there are some reason why i don’t 

like to be a member of class TBI A. 

 

6 Sekarang atau lima puluh tahun 

lagi, aku akan tetap selalu mencintaimu. 

Do you know, who’s the singer? I think 

you all know that. The singer is raffi 

ahmad. He’s born in bandung. He have two 

sister and his sister job is same with he. 

He’s father pass away.  Since he child he 

stay in jakarta, to start he’s carier, he tried 

to follow coverboy and then he success. 

And then he follow casting. Not only in the 

film he’s success but also he tried to be 

singer. Song on the top is he’s song. Raffi 

ahmad very-very so popular in indonesia. 

There are several why raffi ahmad is so 

popular.  

E6/P1/L 

 

√ √ √ √ 

7 When someone ask to me, whom 

that i love in my life? So , i will say, that is 

my family. Because, from my sister, my 

brother, and i was a child. We always 

together. And we have beloved parents. In 

the we little house. We have many activity 

that we like to do. There are several 

favorite activity that we like to do 

E7/P1/L √  √ √ 

8 So many students in indonesia 

have bad habits in study. That one of the 

biggest problem in indonesia. We should 

know, what we get in future is depends on 

what we do now. Besides bad habit, still 

many students in indonesia have good 

habits in study. Here are the habits they 

usually do. 

 

E8/P1/L   √ √ 

9 Family, a 6 word letter that makes us either 

cry or smile when remembered this word 

family is an important thing in the world 

for several person. Family is a thing that 

we long for a rendezvous if we are far for 

E9/P1/L 

 

√ √ √ √ 
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them. Gather with family is my favorite 

time. Being gather with family i can forget 

all of problems that i have. There are 

several favorite time with my family. 

 

10 One day, at april 2nd 2015. My 

mom went  to padand panjang , my mom 

went alone. My mom went to padang 

panjang to take money from the bank. And 

buy something to our life. When my mom 

in padang panjang begin take the money, 

buy something until back to home. 

Alhamdulillah she save. But on the way 

back home in car she got accident. Her 

wallet had gone. I am very sad to hear that. 

But alhamdulillah my mom still in good 

situation. She not down from the car. 

Because my mom very important in my 

life. There are several reason why mom 

wonderwoman in mylife,they are my mom 

struggle hard to make me present in the 

world, my mom always beside me when i 

get problems, and my mom struggle hard 

to protect and give good education for her 

son and daughters. 

E10/P1/L  √ √ √ 

11 Insomnia is illness that  there to 

someone, that to apperared from habit, do 

you do. Insomnia always disturb. Actually, 

every day. Insomnia happend when 

someone not can be rest in time normal for 

to rest. Insomnia many happend with 

students, because they are have many 

assignment that will to finish, so them 

must be to finish until mid night, with they 

have habit such it, so student that easy to 

able illness. Insomnia not illness new 

happend, so that we don’t worry because 

the insomnia not can be move to other 

people that there in arround you leave. 

Insomnia disturb step your mind in 

avtivity. There are factor- factor that 

influence insomnia and how overcome 

insomnia. 

 

E11/P1/L √ √ √ √ 

12 Choose the simple way, trying to be 

practice, lazy to cook and wake up late. 

E12/P1/L7  √ √ √ 
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Have you think there are so many people 

eat junk food although they know it is not a 

good behavior? As we know, so many  

people choose junk food in their daily 

days, for breakfast, lunch and dinner. They 

make mainset if eating junk food is not too 

wasting time, it is a simple ways to do. 

There are some reason, why so many 

people eat junk food in their daily. 

 

13 TBI A is one of class in English 

department in four semester. In the first 

semester we have 38 members, but now 

still 29 members. In TBI A we always find 

something crazy every day. Man in TBI A 

content 10 member and woman 20 

members in the past. In TBI A include 

many different characters of members. But 

i think it’s different make we always 

together and being our strength. 

 

E13/P1 √ √ √  

14 Teacher is a person who compass 

become or people the we copy a people 

who become your parents in the school and 

you must obedient with him/her. There are 

three type of teacher you want to be: 

teacher always the care, teacher a good, 

teacher smart. 

 

E14/P1/L 

 

√  √ √ 

15 I never had a difficult time that i need a 

hug. When i was in junior high school my 

close friend had accident and pass away. 

It’s so hard for me. I feel so sad because i 

can’t smile or laugh together again with 

them. How difficult that time. After that , i 

think that sometimes people feel so down, 

sad and upset because of everything that 

make them needed a hug. Some people can 

pass that situation. But another people 

can’t stay alone with that condition. Some 

people need someone beside them to share 

their feel to get more spirit. They need a 

hug  to get comfortable. There are three 

times that someone needed a hug. First 

when they disappointed, second when they 

feel so down, and the last when they get 

E15/P1/L  √ √ √ 
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hurt. 

 

16 A students organization a subject to 

start a new expensive for our life in 

university. In here you can makes your 

dream came realize, why i said that? 

Because i think a students organization is a 

good subject for you join factually other in 

university.  For example in university state 

college for Islamic studies batusangkar in 

organization UKM-BKM. If you join in 

this organization, you must be effective for 

your tallent in this organization and also 

you not forget your study. And also you 

not must over protective by your 

organization. In your way aday , you must 

share your time. For your organization, 

study and for your break time. There are 

positive effects for a student organization 

like that: 

 

E16/P1/L √ √ √ √ 

17 My family is the most important thing than 

dream in the world. Because i think there is 

no dream without my lovely family. True 

love doesn’t just love for boyfriend or 

girlfriend, true love is love who we get 

from brn until die. True love is doesn’t just 

give gift, surprise, flower, ad material, but 

to given trust, honest, and troble solver 

together. There are several moment with 

my family is true love. 

 

E17/P1/L √ √ √ √ 

18 This day so many anappropriate TV 

programs for children. The children’s 

parents should pay attention for this 

problem, because not all film that good to 

watch for children, so many film that 

appropriate to watch for children such as: 

upin and ipin film. Upin and ipin is an 

animation film made in Malaysia by les 

copaque since September 14th. In 

Indonesia, this film showed in the morning 

in MNC TV. So many who interested with 

this animation film. Not only children, but 

most people interested with this film. In 

this so may participants, such as upin, ipin, 

E18/P1/L 

 

√ √ √ √ 
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rajoo, opah, mail, kak ros, uncle mahto, tok 

dalong, susanti, mei mei, jarjit, fizi, ehsan 

and so many. Upin ans ipin are the children 

five years old. Their live with their 

granma”opah” and their sister “ kak ros” . 

they have so many friends who love them., 

because upin ipin are the kind children and 

many children want to be their friends. 

Upin is lder than ipin. They study in tk 

nusa. This film has many benefits for 

children. There are some reason why upin 

and ipin film appropriate to watch for 

childrens: 

19 Relationship, have you made a 

relationship in your life? I hope you have 

made it, if you have’t made it , how poor 

you are dude,,,!!! Relationship the 

important thing in teenager environment, 

because some of research said that 

someone who have relationship in 

generally will make their point be increase, 

if both of them can give a motivation each 

other. but to make a relationship is not 

easy.  We need a fearless, and strong 

mental, to start a relationship. There are 

several ways how to stars a relationship. 

Cg ,mc, shh. 

 

E19/P1/L √ √ √ √ 

20 Family is important thing for life. 

Without family we can’t running our life. 

Because family is motivation to keep do 

something. Have a big family is something 

want all of people, especially if you have 

happy family. Where is you always feel 

comfortable if you there in your family. 

Because we can share anything, Happy or 

sad. You will miss each time when you 

still with your family if you has so 

far.When you fee down, your family 

especially your mother will always support you 

and wan’t  to lave you alone. Because you 

should know no one of your family who will 

let you. They will always there for you, in 

anything situation. There several favorite time 

with your family. 

 

E20/P1/L 

√ √ √ √ 

21 Do you know ? why raffi ahmad is so E21/P1/L √ √ √ √ 
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popular?  This is a fact in entertainment. 

There are many actors in indonesia. Most 

of  actors give their view to raffi ahmad 

that he is very popular now. Do you now 

raffi ahmad before he become actor? He 

came from usually family. Base on his 

skill, he can be actor now. Before this 

situation , he got difficult in his life. But 

base on his work hard, he can pass from his 

difficult. He gossips from other people. 

Until  now he do not care about the 

gossips. Since first time he be a actor, he 

meet many callange in her carer. He still 

can to finish of all his callange. There are 

three reason why raffi ahmad so popular 

 

22 Academic dishonesty is a bad habit 

which do when students in academy. When 

students have assignment or exam in their 

school, students sometimes do academic 

dishonesty to do their assignment or exam. 

There are some bad effects why students o 

academic dishonesty, like : be a lazy 

person, not confidence, and always need 

others help. 

 

E22/P1/L √ √ √ √ 

23 As we know that academic 

dishonesty is one of he bad habit in school 

or college environment. Academic 

dishonesty such as cheating, look the small 

sheet (jimat) , browsing internet, and asked 

to friend. But until now many students do 

it. May be  

E23/P1/L √ √ √ √ 

 already be tradition from generation to the 

next generation. In Islam also forbiden 

academic dishonesty because it is haram. 

There are several reason why many 

students do academic dishonesty when 

they do examination. 

 

     

24 When you come to a college, you 

can find so many subject that available 

there. It begin from English, math, biology, 

Arabic, and others. If you are in English 

department, you will find the subjects that 

relate with the program, like: grammar, 

E24/P1/L  √ √  
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speaking, writing, reading, listening, and 

others. And also some additional subjects, 

like: learning management, educational 

statistic, qualitative & quantitative 

research,  and others. In case i am an 

English department student. From many 

subject that i have explained above. I more 

like with writing. There are some reasons 

why i like more writing subject. 

 

25 Water is the liquid that regulates 

the world both flora and fauna, marrine, 

biotic and aboitic. Water hold the 

controlling factor over each and every 

specimens of the universe. Water is mainly 

composed of hydrogen, oxygen and few 

minerals that controlling a power. There 

are 2 several the power of mineral water. 

 

E25/P1 √  √  

26 Right know you can find many 

kind of fashion for teenager. And the 

popular fashion today is hijab, specially for 

women teenager.Fashion is model of style 

from someone to look a beautiful. And 

today many of teenager choose hijab for 

their fashion. Thre are some reasons 

teenager wearing hijab for their fashion 

 

E 26/P1 √ √ √ √ 

27 Evryone in indonesia know about 

or who is olga syaputra. Olga is an actor in 

indonesia.He is a good young actor in 

indonesia. Then he have the unic 

characteristic. The unic characteristic that 

make him so popular in the entertaiment 

world. There are some reasons why olga 

syaputra is so popular in the entertaoment 

world. 

 

E 27/P1 √ √ √ √ 

28 The day was good . but ,why it 

becomes very hot? The earth begin 

earthquake in my place. I just want to say 

this, that’s too hard. Come on! This 

happened to me last semester, when i tried 

to follow speech compitition. I like to 

speech in front of people. But not many 

people. Eveyone may smart. But, smarter 

E 28/P1   √ √ 
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people are those who can share his 

knowledge to many people. Some are good 

and some others are bad. When i showed a 

bad a great public speaker. Some strategies 

to make a good or best presentation, such 

as we should know what the audiences 

want, we should us an   

 Understand able language, we should have 

a will, and never let a second speaker in 

our time. 

     

29 How many people eat junk food? If 

we talk about junk food maybe we will 

imagine about delicious food. In the 

modern area, junk food already be a food 

of usually to eat. Eating junk food is one of 

habit from so many people now. They do 

not think again about their health because 

consuming junk food, maybe they have 

some reasons why they always consuming 

junk food. There are some reason whay so 

many people  eat junk food 

 

E 29/P1 √ √ √ √ 

30 What do you think about your 

parents? They are so kind for you?Your 

parents special?Or your parents so bad and 

they not care with you?For me, my parents 

is very special in my life.There are three 

reasons it make my parents special. 

 

E 30/P1 √  √ √ 

31 Public speaker is people who do 

publick speaking or we call them speaker. 

Public speaker also is people who spek in 

front of some people to give some new 

information, actually public speaker used 

speech to present.Some of purposes of 

publick speaking are to entertain and to 

inform the audience. Everybody maybe can 

stand in front of many people and give 

information or anything else to them. But it 

doesn’t mean that  

E 31/P1 √ √ √ √ 

 they are great public speaker. To be a great 

public speaker : we should have many 

things as our modal.There are some 

characteristics that we should have to be a 

great publick speaker. 
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32 Batu akik very like of many people 

and very famous now. I don’t know from 

where and when the firts of batu akik why 

famous, but batu akik” naik daun” in the 

world especially in indonesia. 

 

E 32/P1 √ √ √  

33 Have you ever when you speak 

nobody hear you? Can you imagine what 

will you feel in this situation? What are 

you want to try again speak in front off 

public?some of us maybe afraid to speak in 

front of public because so many reasons 

but actually a public speaker is easy to do 

when know the strategy .everybody have 

this skill but not at all everybody improve 

ut to be a great public speaker. When we 

speak to someone is send  a message to 

other but, not all can get the point because 

who do not know how the startegies to be a 

great public speaker. There are some 

strategies to be a great a great public 

spraker.  

 

E 33/P1  √ √ √ 

34 Have you ever heard students has 

graduated from university can’t do 

anything when after he was graduated? It is 

one of problem in education world.  

E 34/P1 √ √ √ √ 

 Because, in educationl world students has 

graduated from university exactly get 

knowledge as agent of change in the world. 

However, not all of the students can get the 

more knoeledge as people say. Because not 

all the students are serious in doing 

lecturing since he studied. Acadmic 

dishonesty is one of the problem in 

educational world.Many of students have 

done it to get what the students want in 

lecturing without he thinks what the effect 

of it . he just thinks how to get a good 

mark for a while without he think a good 

process for reach it.There are some factors 

why some students included to academic 

dishonesty. 

 

     

35 Do you know olga syaputra ? and have you 

ever see or meet with her? I belief if all 

E 35/P1 √ √ √ √ 
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peole and especially in indonesia know 

about olda syaputra.Olga is one of famous 

in indonesia.He usually play in presenter, 

comedy, movie or film and somethimes in 

song. He can do anything and can make 

someone laugh when see or heard his.Olga 

was birht in 1993 on maret and he is mix 

from minang and jawa. He is star his career 

from zero and know he becaome one of 

famous actor in indonesia. As we know, 

olga always made someone laugh when 

their meet his. But, few one year ago he 

got sick and its make his life lost in 2015 

on 28 maret.  It made everyone know know 

his became sad. But he always became 

memorians in people, because he is so well 

to others. And  there are some cause whay 

olga syaputra is so popular in Indonesia 

 

36 Indonesia is developing countries. 

In indonesia many people used a 

smartphone. Smartphone is very difficult, 

because smartphone make your esay 

comunication. And smartphone having 

many aplication, for example, camera, 

music, games BBm and so on. But i will 

discuss with you about camera 360, 

specially reasult of picture from 360. The 

benefit of camera 360: make skin beauty, 

fresh face and make peoplebecome 

beautiful ( face ,eyes , lips, etc. 

 

E 36/P1    √ 

37 “Olga syaputra “ maybe everyone 

have already introducing with this name. 

He is an aktris, comedian and presenter 

very popular in indonesia.There are some 

reasons why olga syaputra is so popular. 

 

E 37/P1 √ √ √ √ 

38 I believe that every students many 

difficulties on making an essay. Thats all 

maybe because some of them confuse on 

choose or find the topic about their essay, 

and also maybe because some of them 

didn’t know about the ways or the rule on 

making essay. Do you know if you follow 

the rule and understand with the 

E 38/P1 √ √ √ √ 
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characteristic of essay, making on essay is 

easy? In here i  will give some ways to 

make a good essay.There are three ways to 

make a good essay. 

 

39 I’m sure that everybody always 

have a friend at school, at college, at home 

or everywhere, isn’t it? Futhermore a girl. I 

have a girlfriend at oce. We always 

together and always same. Muchmore 

everyone called us twins. I felt happy 

because we are have a guarrel. But 

suddenly our togetherness change. Do you 

know why? There are some reason i want 

to tell you. 

 

E 39/P1 √ √ √ √ 

40 As we know, olga syaputra is one 

of famous actor in indonesia. At leats, he 

appears on tv twice per day with difference 

chanel. Unfortunately, he was pass away 

last week, exactly, on 27 Friday, maret  

2015. It make many fans of olga so sad, 

and also almost of artists in indonesia. 

Now, i wil share to you why olga syaputra 

is so popular.? 

 

E 40/P1 √ √ √  

41 One of kind from schedule writing 

is make an essay. Many people who don’t 

like writing an essay because don’t have 

any ideas about it. This opinion must be 

less from themself. This essay will 

examine strategies in writing essay. 

E 41/P1 √ √ √ √ 

42 Have you ever follow the 

organization in your college? Or have you 

have a friends who follw organization in 

her college? Have you ever think that when 

you follow a organization you will be 

busier and forget to study? So, what do you 

feel when you follow a organization? I’m 

sure you feel something different from 

usual, right? So i am. Before i follow 

organization, i think that will be busy from 

before. I can not to managr my time 

between organization and study. But when 

i follow a organization, i never find what i 

think before that. I find something different 

E 42/P1   √ √ 
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from usual like i can manage my time as 

good. I am really dissagree with students 

who don’t like to follow organization. 

Why? Because when you follow a 

organization you will get advantages like 

me. So that, there are some advantages 

from a students organization. 

 

43 Nowdays, more than half of 

population of citizen in a big city like new 

yorks, jakarta, beijing and other eat junk 

food everyday. It is not mean that they are 

poor people and can not eating foods that 

usually ate by people. That statement or 

opinion appears because many people 

especially when the lunch time eat foods 

with have much or even nothing of 

nutrisions. It means, food with less 

nutrisions can be said as junk food because 

junk is something unprecious and already 

throw away. So there are three general 

reasons why so many people eat junk food. 

E 43/P1 √ √ √ √ 

44 Parents are the people who we 

respected and loved. Many parents love 

their child, and the children love their 

parents, too. Each parents want their 

children be success, include my parents, 

too. Figure of parents is very important for 

their children.So want make my parents 

special.? 

 

E 44/P1 √ √ √ √ 

45 The lie is some usual activitiy. 

Many people lie in their life. With a lie 

their think can free in problem, and enjoy 

to doing it.There are some reasons why i 

will never tell a lie 
 

E 45/P1 √ √ √ √ 

46 Olga syaputra is an indonesian 

actris. His villages in pariaman. He was 

born at 1983 and he died at 2015.Olga 

syaputra is popular actris . almost all 

people of indonesia like olga . when he 

was died all of olga’s fans  so sad, because 

olga is a good people, he always help 

somebody who poor life. Olga syaputra 

died because he sick kelenjer getah bening 

E 46/P1 √ √ √  
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stadium four. It make olga impossible to 

get well  and olga get sick meningitis and it 

so hard for olga to get well like before, so 

many reason why olga syaputra is so 

popular. 

 
 

47 Have you ever speaking in public 

place? How can you imagine when you 

speaking in public place? What do you 

feeling afraid, forget about what do you 

saying and not confident? Isn;t it?A great 

public is someone who can make the 

audience or listener interested to heard and 

the audience or listener can cath the point 

of view what the public speaker saying. 

There are some criteria to be a great public 

speaker. 

 

E 47/P1 √  √ √ 

48 Have you heard something about 

more expensive than gold? Can you 

imagine stone is more expensive than 

gold? Yes it is stone but, it is not an 

ordinary stone. People in indonesia called 

it batu akik.Do you know that a batu akik 

worth eight milions. Boss atu akik shop 

has bright future than boss gold shop. Abtu 

akik has become popular since the 

begining of 2015.Therea are reasons why 

batu akik is so popular. 

 

E 48/P1 √ √ √ √ 

49 As we know indonesian lost a 

comedian popular lastly. He was olga 

syaputra . he so popular last nine year, 

anyone know him because he always 

showed in the television indonesia. Every 

him shows, he always invited  the audience 

for laught. He is funny and have 

characteristic is sissy. Olga started  him 

career  when he nine years old. With the 

lenong bocah program. In this program  

E 49/P1 √ √ √ √ 

 his talent is raise until he sick before. But 

lats one years he sick and stay at hospital, 

but indonesian hospital can not to make 

him healthy and finnally him family until 

he died, there are reasons why olga 
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syaputra is so popular. 

 

50 Can you imagine if you must be choose 

between two options that difficult to you 

for choosing one of them? And have you 

ever felt it? I have ever felt this situation. 

After graduated from junior high school, i 

decided to continued my study in senior 

high school. I already applied in senior 

high school in sijunjung. But after two 

days, my friend invited me to join him for 

applied in focational school,especially 

bussiness and management. At the 

beginning, i’m just tried to apply and i 

choose accounting departement. Finally, i 

began to confuse and difficult to choose 

where i wanted to study. After that, i just 

prayed to god and choose focational 

school. If you want to know why i decided 

to choose that school, lets look at my 

reasons. 

 

E 50/P1   √  

51 Have you ever heard junk food? 

I’m sure that you have eat 

kfc,pizza,humberger and spaghety. Do yo 

know? Kfc, pizza, humberger and spaghety 

are kinds of junk food. Junk food can not 

give benefit for our body. Junk food give 

you delicious and can  

E 51/P1 √ √ √ √ 

 not make our body healthy. Nowdays, 

many people loved consuming junk food, 

because there are some reasons why so 

many people eat junk food. 

 

     

52 In indonesia Have actris and actor 

so popular until many countries in the 

world. Olga syaputra is one of aktris 

indonesia from comedy. Olga syaputra 

have many fans from indonesia until in 

others countries. Olga syaputra from 

padang , sumatra barat. He is going to a big 

city jakarta to find a work. Olga not from 

rthe ricj family , but from the poor family. 

And find much many to his family 

especially his parents. Karier ilga does not 

way normaly. But many problem into his . 

E 52/P1 √ √ √  
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there is why olga syaputra is so popular? 

 

53 Have you ever emagine to be a 

great publick speaker? Public speaker is a 

peolpe speake in front of many people of 

public.Some people says to be public 

speaker very bad because to try speak in 

fornt of many people it’s so hard and 

sometimes it can make we want to die! But 

being public speaking actually very 

intrested beacuse it can teach you to be 

confidence and gives you many 

experiences. There are many reason to be a 

great publick speaker. 
 

E 53/P1 √ √ √ √ 

54 Do you know olga syaputra? And 

have you ever  

E 54/P1 √ √ √  

 watching olga syaputra? I belive all of 

people especially indonesia know olga 

syaputra. He is a fampus comedian in 

indonesia. But now, we can’t watching him 

beacuse he passed away of thirdty two 

years old. He is passed away in mount 

elizabeth hospital of singapote because he 

got meningitis and he take care around one 

years in there. Many people or fans him 

surprised that the news.Many people 

thingking it’s only hoaks because many 

hoaks about that. And in fact, it’s not hoaks 

because the news from mak vera or olga’s 

manager.many people sad and crying 

because him. many people loving him and 

he is a comedian that can not be replaced 

by anything. Why is  olga syaputra is so 

popular comedian in indonesia? 

 

     

55 I believe that every person had 

knwo with olga syaputra. He is a famous 

actor.Ebery chanel of tv he ever 

performnace beginning in the morning 

until midnight. Are you being olga 

syaputra a favorite actor? I think 80% 

indonesia society get feel lost when olga 

get sick. In any social media talking about 

olga and miss him, they ask about 

condition olga although her family less 

E 55/P1 √ √ √ √ 
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secret and not give clear explaned about 

her. There are four reason make olga is so 

popular. 

 

56 Speaking in public speaking is 

speak in front of all audience to in form , 

persuade or to entertain audience. Eveyone 

in my speaking class should do it. We must 

communicate in english. People will not 

understand if we use indonesian language. 

As well as a foreigner come to our class. 

Lecturer may great us by using english. 

Then we can understand him by lecturer 

asks me to present my speech. But i did not 

prepare my selfbefore. So i was very vevy 

difficult to do it. Since that day, i ask to my 

senior and my lecturer the ways to success 

speaking in public speaking. How can i 

become a great public speaker in english? 

Expert preparing well the material before, 

there are many ways to improve your 

speaking in english . 

 

E 56/P1 √  √ √ 

57 Have you ever seen people 

especially men wearing rings made from 

kind of stone? Or maybe not only rings, 

they also wear the necklace. Eben the 

women in this world also wear some 

jewellry made from such kind of stone. 

What kind of stone is that? Well, that 

unique stone called by batu akik.People 

around the world are so crazy about stone 

nowdays. They hunt that stone until the 

middle of woods and also other places that 

they have not go before. Based on that 

phenomena, i will serve here the reason. 

There are several reason why people are  

E 57/P1 √ √ √ √ 

 so crazy about batu akik nowdays.      

58 We know that many people in the 

big cities liked eat junk food.The big 

question why so many people eat junk 

food? The reason why many people liked 

eat junk food because junk food more 

saved the time people have working and 

litle have a time. There are many reason 

E 58/P1 √ √ √ √ 
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why so many people eat junk food and 

hobies eat junk food. 

 

59 Do you have a boyfriend or 

girlfriend? Many people have boyfriend or 

girlfriend. Especially for teenager, they 

must have boyfriend or girlfriend. Okey... 

focus for boyfriend. Sometimes in a 

relationship, ofthen  occurs something 

problem. It makes you to fight each other. 

And it makes you should take decision, 

because you know him still love you. You 

feel pity to him to end your relationship. 

Okey... there are some ways to end a 

relationship. 

 

E 59/P1  √ √ √ 

60 Do you know, what happened to 

our country a couple of month ago? Our 

country has been hacked by australian 

hacker. They try to hack our president. As 

we know, hacking is forbidden to do. It can 

create a war between two country. But you 

know, every country  now treat and teach 

their hacker profesionally. Why do they do 

that? Because hacker can be a great 

weapon even really want to  

E 60/P1  √ √ √ 

 be an expert hacker. Therefore basic ways 

how to b a hacker. 

 

     

61 Did you ever hear that song? I’m 

sure the answer is yes. The singer is olga 

syaputra. Who don’t konw witholga 

syaputra? He is so popular in indonesia 

right?Olga syaputra came from a ordinary 

family. He worked  to some of actrees. He 

always worked hard, so he can be an 

acyrees. He is not only an actrees but he is 

a presenter, comedian and singer. There are 

some reason why olga syaputra is so 

popular. 

 

E 61/P1 √ √ √ √ 

62 Hancur hancur hatiku 4x 

Do you know this song? This song is 

popular by olga syaputra. Do you know 

olga syaputra? I think everybody know 

with him. he is a famous actor or he is a 

E 62/P1 √ √ √  
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“komedian” with more expensive “honor” 

from indonesia.He was born on Februari 

8th 1983. He is a the first child from his 

parents. In the television, we can see  olga 

syaputra  is diffrent chanel. He always 

entertain us us in “facebooker” ,”yks” and 

many many else. But it not for today. It not 

for tomorrow  and it not for the next years. 

Olga is neve show in the televeision again. 

Because we was died. 

 

63 Basic we learn about public 

speaker is prepare from my self for what i 

do that. Of course we i do that to develop 

tallent us  

E 63/P1   √ √ 

 alone because it we can be know ability my 

self. When we can be able develop my self 

so that we try continue to development 

tallent alone. In a try of course we find 

place, don’t  ever give up what possible 

with us because it we can spirit for find 

and development tallent my self. In public 

speakee we are find challenge and admire 

from learner we are don’t easy easy what i 

do that so that we try again and again for 

the best since that. We must have ability 

alone because we can find challenge in life 

the world. There are many advantages of 

public speaker,consist: 

 

     

64 Do you have or join in 

organization at your college? Every college 

in our country usually have organization 

such as art, menwa, callygraphy, mapala 

and so on. Organozation is one place to 

improve our hobby and our skill in 

academic. But many students 

missunderstanding about it, because many 

students late graduation because of 

organization. There are two efect of 

organization, good effect and bad effect. 

 

E 64/P1  √ √ √ 

65 who do not knows olga syaputra? He is a 

comedian actor in indonesia.He is so 

famous in indonesia, malaysia and 

singapura. Few days ago he was pass away 

E 65/P1 √ √ √ √ 
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in elizabeth hospital, singapura, because 

meningitis disease. So many people visited 

his body to  

 grave. It bukti olga is so popular.There are 

two reason why olga so popular. 

 

     

66 Hancur- hancur hatiku 4x 

This song from olga syaputra with title” 

hancur hatiku”. Who do not know olga 

syaputra is most popular artis in indonesia. 

He have many fans in indonesia not only in 

indonesia but also on other country like, 

malaysia, singapor, etc, “ olgalover” is 

name of  he fans. When he pass away 

many people shock and crying. He pass 

away 27 maret 2015. when he in social 

media hestag rip olga syaputra will 

tranding topic in indonesia. Many people 

cry when he pass away it is proof, how 

many people loe him.There are reason why 

olga syaputra is so popular.. 

 

E 66/P1 √ √ √ √ 

67 Do you know drop out? And do 

you have plan to drop out? Drop out very 

population in society especially in 

education in education. Drop out is stop 

study, or fobidden to study in high school 

or college. Many student drop out of high 

school or college because many reason. 

There are some reason why many students 

drop out of high schoil or college. 

 

E 67/P1 √ √ √ √ 

68 Numeric, tell about this topic i am 

always “ nauseated”, did you know when i 

was in senior high school i hate the lesson 

about numeric, like mathematics,account  

E 68/P1    √ 

 and so on that the same topic with nimeric! 

But in this semester i study about numeric. 

Yeah.. called them statistics how poor i 

am. This lesson according to me very 

difficult, hard and iam not understanding 

about this lesson, i want tell you when i 

was school at primary school, junior high 

school iam always get a lowest mark. 

Why? This world i always hear from my 

mother, my sisyer and my teachers. My 
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answer always “ i don’t know i am not 

understand what teacher talking. There are 

several arguments that i have why i dont 

like numeric like a statistic. 

69 Do you know camera 360? And do 

you ever use it in your life? I believe that 

everyone know about camera, especially 

camera 360. In my experience, camera 360 

is the best of camera types as long as my 

life. It is appropriate with our picture 

needy. In this camera everything are 

possible, and it can be true. Camera 360 is 

a thing that has some of advantages for 

women, and there are three advantages of 

use camera 360. 

 

E 69/P1 √ √ √ √ 

70 Junk food or fastfood is kind of 

food that so easy for found this food. Junk 

food contains to much sugar. In united 

states, 25 percent of people consuming 

junkfood, that so dramaticaly. Why so 

many people ate junkfood? There are many 

reason of people like to eat junk food. 

E 70/P1 √ √ √ √ 

71 Do you now benefit vegetarian it? 

There are many benefit vegetariant. Fro 

example like, be health, body skin health, 

swit blood away. For example body 

become health because each vegetarian 

today, body will health and body skin from 

illnes can attack. 

 

E 71/P1 √ √ √  

72 Parents? All of people have a 

parents right? Parent is someone special in 

life. Without my parents i can not do 

anything because my parents is everthing 

for me. Parents is a good human in the 

world. There are some reasons why parents 

can be a someone special. 

 

E 72/P1 √ √ √ √ 

73 If i tell about olga syaputra or olga 

, of course you all know well who is he. 

Yap the man who started his career to be a 

cameo in one of television broadcasting. If 

we flashback who is olga syaputra at the 

firts time, of course you will give him 

many aplause. You know right. He is a 

E 73/P1 √ √ √ √ 
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man who come from a little family and 

poor family. He is one of popular actrees 

from indonesia. Well, there are many 

reasons why olga syaputra is so popular. 

 

74 Do you olga lover? If you olga 

lover what do you feel when you listened 

olga was pass away? Are you crying? Or 

may be you just silent, or shouting. Even 

are you regret one day you will meet  

E 74/P1  √ √ √ 

 him, and you will hughim, kiss him, and 

other. But in fact now olga was died, and 

you can not meet him again. Therefore, as 

we know many people loved olga, it can 

we looked when many statement said olga 

was died, many people not belived the 

news, but actually it is true, and it make 

many people was cry with him. Because 

they loved him so much. Then, so many 

person was walt olga came from singapura, 

because they want meet or look olga for 

last time. Even, they came from another 

country. It prove, if olga is so popular. But, 

why olga is so popular? The are some 

reason why olga syaputra is so popuplar, it 

will i state here. 

 

     

75 I have an experience when i still 

children or around i 6 years old. Not 

experience nice, happy or funny, but an 

experience make afraid and trauma. What 

an experience make fells that? 

 

E 75/P1   √  

76 Do you wanna be diet ? yes i have 

funny experience when i try to diet! this is 

the story. Everyone would want to ideal 

body, so also with me, when i senior high 

school, i had started taking care of myself, 

my body is the rather fat. So also i plan to 

lost a little weight, as an the ideal body. 

Due to the strong determination of follow 

the alternative and the various drug that 

can to lost weight. At the time, my friends 

give to step the  

E 76/P1  √ √ √ 

 lost weight by drink avocado juice, i follow 

to given step  by my friends, everybody i 
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drank advocado juice three time a day. 

After i follow the step by my friend, i  try 

to check my weight, i was  shocked, rather 

than down my weight actually increasing 5 

kg of my body. I want to see the doctor and 

i want to consult with him and i told him 

about him about i had done, doctor laught 

that i had done, the doctor to inform me, 

the advocado juice this is in fact no lost 

weight but it can to increase weight of my 

body. The doctoer sugget me to consume 

peanut amount in moderat. Therefore, there 

are to disadvantages about diet . 

 

77 Do you know mineral water? 

When you got thirsty of cousre you want to 

drinking the mineral water due to the 

mineral water water able to pick up the 

energies back. There are many power of 

mineral water to drinking to mineral water. 

The mineral water is a health water in the 

world, as far as iam concerned the mineral 

water is the best than another water, such 

as juice, a glass of tea, a glass of coffee, 

Wine, aka’s water and etc. 

 

E 77/P1 √ √ √  

78 Andrea hirata sain in the novels “ 

sang pemimpi” make your dreams like the 

highest of sky, becuase without you know, 

god will hug that dreams.maybe  

E 78/P1   √  

 that sentence can draw the history life of 

this person. 

 

     

79 Most of people think that going to 

college is very important. They suppose 

that going to college is one of many of way 

to get hIgh level in society. Because after 

graduation from college, people can obtain 

a better job that people who do not go to 

college. Someone have said “ college is a 

place to get extraordinary experiences for 

you future”. Another said “ college is 

paradise.’ But in the fact, there are many 

people can not go to the college even if 

they can, sometime they must drop out  for 

some reason. Therefore, there are some 

E 79/P1   √ √ 
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reasons why students drop out of college. 

 

80 “Hancur 2x... hancur 2x ....hatiku” 

Do you know this song? Or do you ever 

hear this song? I think you will be familiar 

when you hear it. The singer of this song is 

olga syaputra. His full name is yoga 

syaputra. He is from a poor family and he 

has difficult way of life. He is the oldest 

son in his family. In his mind , he has 

difficult responsibility but he is never feel 

dissapointed. in other hand , from he is 

being adult until he is dead, he is always 

try to make his family happy. The way to 

make his family happy is being actors or 

jokers. He is also enjoy to spend his time 

in entertin’s the world. Because of this 

spirit, until  

E 80/P1 √ √ √ √ 

 today he is still being famous actors and 

nobody else doesn’t know about his life. 

So the writers will give reasons why it 

happen. There are three reasons why olga 

syaputra is so popular in indonesia. 

 

     

81 Young, independent, and commited? 

Yep you  heard that right. This is a 

declaration for anyone who is in a long 

term relationship in their 20s and has felt 

pressure to see what else is out there. Some 

people think that being in a relationship in 

your 20s 

 

E 81/P1 √ √ √  

82 Do you  now how to diet with 

vegetarian? Of course, all people know 

about that. Diet with vegetarian making 

someone get of body be better. Why? 

Because vegetarian have many vitamin, 

calcium, zat besi, and not have  fat. And a 

vegetarian good for diet herbal and can be 

minimalizer of weight with natural. Well 

vegetarian diet can meet the needs of 

people of all ages. Including children, 

teenagers, people have body of fat, 

pregnant or breast feeding women. And the 

key is to be aware of your nutritional needs 

so that you plan a diet that meets them. 

E 82/P1 √ √ √  
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83 Do you  know olga syahputra? 

Maybe all of you know olga syahputra. 

Olga syahputra is popular art. Everyday we 

can see  

E 83/P1 √ √ √  

 him in television with him joke and him 

fun characteristic. Because it olga most 

popular in other country. 

 

     

84 Gemstone or batu akik is become 

widely popular in Indonesia recently. You 

can find it everywhere, department store, 

traditional market and even at the border of 

streets, every body loves this adult, 

youngmen and kids too. 

 

E 84/P1 √ √ √  

85 Camera 360 is an application of 

photo editor that you can find in your 

gadget like android. To get camera 360 you 

must have an android such as  iphone 

apple, Samsung, advan, etc. if you have an 

android you can’t find this application if 

you not download before. You cannot 

download this application with file 

browser, opera mini, or app word. Before 

you download camera 360 you need quota 

of your sim card or you must activiying 

your packet  internet. It other you must 

also have memory card to save this 

application. After that you must install this 

application in your android. After this 

application have be you save and install, 

you can stay use this application. 

 

E 85/P1 √ √ √  

86 Have you ever take a picture by 

using camera 360? I think all of you ever 

do it. Camera 360 was booming in early 

time, mostly everyone have camera 360 in 

their smartphone. Start from a kid to an 

adult exactly have and  

E 86/P1 √ √ √  

 ever take a picture with this camera. But do 

you know why camera 360 become famous 

in early time? It so simple because you 

look like more beautiful when you use 

camera 360 to take picture. 
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87 Have you had experience? Can you 

imagine when you have experience? Every 

one of course have experience. Experience 

is something story or reality life do by 

someone in last time. It can happy or sad 

experienced, and they also have the biggest 

lost experienced. When they do it of course 

they feel so sad. It is something wonderfull 

in someone’s life. When they lost 

something, people, else, they feel confused 

and sad of course. I have one moment 

about the biggest lost in my experience or 

my life. It is when I lost my mother. 

 

E 87/P1 √ √ √  

88 As we know, public speaker is 

very difficult for all people in the world, 

engineering students. because public 

speaker for students it can make they to be 

nerveous,  affear, not confidence, they 

can’t chose good topic, and do on. The 

great public speaker can get the attention 

for the audience, can make the audience 

happy or listening what he/she talk about. 

And how to be great public speaker. 

 

E 88/P1 √ √ √  

89 In recent years, as we feel the 

phenomenon batu akik. The phenomenon 

begin hen precident Susilo Bambang 

Yudhoyono came to meet sumatera to 

declar a building in  darmasyraya. There 

people gave SBY a souvenir is batu akik 

Sungai Dare. Although, people 

dasmasyraya gave it to SBY but the stome 

from regency south solok. Which people 

dasmasyraya come to there to find gold 

and stone. Batu akik is combine between 

stone and ring. 

 

E 89/P1 √ √ √  

90 Do you have relationship 

Of course, all people have relationship, 

why e have relationship? Because in the 

world we not live alone we have family, 

friend, and also special men or women. We 

van have relationship with family specially 

E 90/P1 √ √ √  
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with your parents, relationship with friends 

relationship with special men or women. 

But relationship can to end. Except 

relationship with your parent because so 

imposible to end. Relationship flod can not 

end but if relationship with friend can end 

because not forever you and your friend 

one idea.  

 

91 Nowadays, many people like batu 

akik not only man like batu akik but also 

woman like batu akik. Batu akik very 

interested many people. Batu akik is a 

good stone, interesting stone, and very 

interesting put to the finger. 

 

E 91/P1 √ √ √  

92 Do you know Olga Syahputra? He 

is public figure in Indonesia. He birth at 17 

February 1986 and he have talent in film 

Indonesia. He come from poor family 

before he to be artist. Olga syahputra is 

some one who have talent, friendship, 

sporty and struggle. He live not with 

perfect, but his live with stuggle. Before he 

to be artist he ever be asistent artis 

dangdut, she is rita sugiarto. After he ever 

be asistent Rita Sugiarto, many people like 

olga. He very funny and he can make 

people to laugh however his heart very 

good. After olga dance introduce many 

people. There olga start to carier in world 

comedian. Olga many people to invite he 

to in program television in Indonesia. He 

strat increase his carier and can make many 

people love to his and like olga syahputra. 

However, from there many people also 

hate and don’t like Olga Syahputra. But, 

olga don’t care about many people who 

hate and don’t like his. Olga still do better 

live and leave don’t good live. Selagi he 

not troble our life. 

 

E 92/P1 √ √ √  

93 Baju basiba is dress are from the 

minang kabau and now it’s thriving 

indonesian, was mainly mothers already 

many are wearing clothes, because baju 

E 93/P1 √  √  
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basiba makes a woman look more graceful 

and polite. 

 

94 I dont like story in my home, 

because I’m young child in my family. I’m 

not won’t many people say if young child  

can’t to work or not will be succes, and 

will be child manja. When we stay alone in 

my live we can to my work for myself. 

 

E 94/P1 √ √ √  

95 Olga Syahputra birth is at 8 

februari 1983 in Jakarta. He has one 

brother and four sister. Before he become 

artist, he is very poor man. And he don’t 

popular in Indonesia. And he is very bad 

face. And he has smaller body. 

 

E 95/P1 √ √ √  

96 Before I began my essay writing, 

pretend that we were teenager at that time. 

But you/we do something ridicotous, well 

I’m not going to take a long time, let me 

ask you about something. Have you ever 

felt travel by your self when you were 

teenager?. I’m sure some of you did, but 

some of you not. Can you imagine how 

brave you at that time, so this writing/essay 

I’d like to share readers a little bit about 

my wonderful experience to travel by my 

self when I was teenager. Before 

beginning, I wanna tell readers about what 

kind of things that I had gotten when I was 

travelling alone. 

 

E 96/P1 √  √  

97 Proper diet are vegetables like 

spinach are very much in consumption by 

humans are also animals, green plants 

animal  

E 97/P1 √ √ √  

 nutrition and taste good too spinach also 

have many colors like red, greener and 

white. Many doctors who say that this 

vegetable bayam diet is very helpful to us. 

There also some actors who say spinach 

can make us fat and more fat. But after 

going some research by doctor and finally 

facts and reality of her guarded there’s 

spinach proved nery beneficial to the diet. 
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98 Phenomenon camera 360 in 

Indonesia is very popular. Because many 

people use it. Like me, I ever use camera 

360 but with natural effect. Some times I 

use the other effect, such as sweet effect, 

sexy lips effect, sunshine and others. Sweet 

effect can make around us be orange color. 

Like our lips, T-shirt and what ever you 

wear. 

 

E 98/P1 √ √ √  

99 What is your favourite time? With 

whom you spent it? Whwn you spent it? 

Or you do not have favorite time? How 

poor you are!have you spent you spent 

your time with family? It you ask me the 

answer is I have, I have spent my time with 

family when rain. For several people rain is 

a nature phenomena which they hate very 

much. Because rain just make they stay at 

home for a few time and they will in a big 

trouble because it. But not for me rain 

bring good moment for me because I 
always spent my time with family when rain. 

 

E 99/P1 √ √ √  

100 Do you know raffi ahmad? Raffi 

ahmad is popular star if television. Rafi 

ahmad was brown in Bandung 17 February 

1987. Raffi Ahmad have three brothers, 

Raffi Ahmad the oldest of three brothers 

Pair Munawar Ahi (late) and Ami Qanita 

began his career as an actor, until now. 

Raffi Ahmad has been involved in a 

number of soap operas, ftv and feature 

films. 

 

E 100/P1 √ √ √  

Where : 

IT : Introducing the Topic (orange) 

TD : Topic is Going to be Develop (blue) 

AG : Attention Getter (red) 

TS : Thesis Statement (green) 
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